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The hunting market is booming and the demand for camouflage clothing with it.
Wildebees, locally distributed by Crown Footwear, is a
leading brand in this category.
“Wildebees is not here
to play it safe — you can’t
tame it ... embrace it,” says
the developer of this brand.
“All men are born equal,
but some men are born
more wild. Wildebees is not
merely a trademark “but a
challenge to every man to be
true to his creator, to be wild
... without making excuses.”
For trade enquiries contact Crown Footwear on
031 700 1601.
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Wiltshire wins a Stevie award
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ASICS SAs new GM arrives in SA

Barry Mellis, the new general manager of ASICS
SA, is looking forward to working in South Africa.

Kerby leaves good team at ASICS SA
Brian Kerby has left ASICS SA in good shape.
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Usain Bolt showed South Africans
why he Is a global super star with far
wider appeal than on the athletic track
he so dominated. At the PUMA SA
School of Speed he visited in January
Bolt became the world's most popular
school principal when he charmed and
electrified the stands full of hopeful
athletes — posing for selfies, striking
his famous lightning pose and Inspiring them with phrases like "my motto is
anything is possible".
Dressed In ripped
jeans, t-shirt and cap
(PUMA, of course) the
learners who came to
join his school thought
him the coolest principal ever.
Then It was off to a
training session with
Mamelodi Sundowns
— giving him a taste of
what to expect when
he joins Borussia Dortmund for a training session in March. PUMA is
technical apparel sponsor for both teams.
After training for about
40 minutes, he joined
Percy Tau and his team
in a match – and even
scored a goal. His ambition is to become a
professional footballer
Bolt said (joked?).

PUMA SA appointed Bolt as principal
of the School of Speed when the concept was Introduced last year. “PUMA
has been involved with the Jamaican
Boys & Girls Championship since
2002, so it was logical to bring a similar concept to South Africa,” explains
Marketing Director Brett Bellinger.
Thando Roto, South Africa’s second
fastest man ever, is vice-principal of
the South African school.

The founder of Buff and the father of seamless head- and neckwear, Joan Rojas, passed away from cancer at the age of 71, 7
days into the new year. His family had a textile company in Barcelona and “with a rich knowledge and understanding of textile
manufacturing that dates back to 1927, when the Rojas family
founded their factory, Joan would continue the tradition of innovation when he founded BUFF”, explain the brand. He developed
the idea for the first Buff multi-functional headwear that protected against sun, wind and cold while touring the country roads
of Catalonia on his motorcycle.
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Timothy Vermeulen, a member of the design team for
Bolton Footwear’s Bronx
men ranges, comes from a
family that has deep roots in
the footwear industry. “Three
of my grandparents worked
in the footwear industry,
mostly in factories,” he explains. Currently he is mainly
involved with the CAD design
department for Bronx men, a
brand he feels very passionate about.
Before joining the Jordan
footwear team in Cape Town,
Vermeulen gained valuable
experience at Barker Footwear, a division of Bolton
Footwear, where he spent time in each
department over the past three years.
During his studies at Cape Peninsula
University of Technology (CPUT), he
“always gravitated towards designs
that required hands-on skills and the
ability to create functional 3D forms.”
After he finished his Surface Design

National Diploma at CPUT, he worked
at Southern Cape Regional Footwear
for two years. He also studied overseas
at the Ars Sutoria school for footwear
and bag design in Italy and has done
an introductory course on footwear
manufacturing at Sanming University
in China. Photo supplied.
Thomas Cawood, Bolton Footwear’s
Plant and Production Operational
Manager, was one of the competitors in the BUCO Origin of Trails MTB
event sponsored by, among others,
Olympic International (owned by Bolton Footwear), Thule, Totalsports,
Under Armour and Specialized. He
cycles in Olympic International’s
Traction shoes, “designed for the
South African man who generally
has wider feet than our European
counterparts.” This is the second
time that Cawood took part in the
MTB event, which he describes as
quite technical with much climbing. He also completed the Wines2Whales and says “I’m also very
proud of my finishing time at the
Cederberg 100 miler this year. That
race is not for the faint hearted.”

Gert Boyle (above) was honoured for her lifetime achievements and presented
with the ISPO Cup at the VIP Dinner held during ISPO Munich in January this year.
The brand’s 93-year-old chairman built Columbia into one of the leading outdoor
brands after the banks just about wrote the small manufacturing company off
following the unexpected death her husband. Her quip “for that amount I’ll run it
into the ground myself,” has become famous in the industry. With her son Tim,
now Columbia CEO, she pioneered technical all-in-one layers in outdoor clothing.
She also appeared in several campaigns for the brand as the tough, no nonsense,
Ma Boyle who oversaw the creation of innovative, durable product that passed
the toughest tests. The hilarious video campaigns in which she put her son, Tim,
through vigorous product testings, contributed much to Columbia’s popularity.
She later worked with celebrities such as Zac Effron and Columbia employees.
Photo: Frommel fotodesign for Messe München.
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Roger Noades (right) has formed a new company, Sole Brands, to distribute the genuine 361º brand, initially to key running specialists. Noades, formerly of Reebok and
Columbia fame, is also a Le Coq Sportif director. “I will be using all the efficiencies
the Le Coq Sportif team and infrastructure has on offer, with Janine Stokes (left)
as the only new addition to the family,” he says. Retailers will know her well as the
brand manager most closely associated with ASICS running footwear for most of the
brand’s life in South Africa so far. The 361º technical running range they are introducing has been developed with the aid of former leading ASICS executives.
Former Springbok Stefan Terblanche
says Expedition Adventure Racing
is “tougher than taking on the All
Blacks!” He is joining the Merrell
squad to take part in the 2018 GODZone Pure event in New Zealand from
1 to 10 March. This event is considered one of the toughest on the adventure racing calendar. Teams of
four athletes will race together unsupported through the wilderness,
non-stop for days on end. It includes
mountain biking, trail running and
paddling to checkpoints marked
on a map over distances of around
500km. Apart from Terblanche and
team captain Graham Bird, Grant
Ross and Jane Swarbreck will join
the team. Team Merrell is consistently rated amongst the top ten in
the world. In addition to the main
sponsor Merrell, brands like Black Diamond, Island Tribe, Ocean Eyewear,
Extreme Lights, Racefood, Giant, Fluid Kayaks, BackCountry Cuisine and
Nuun Rehydration support the team.
Photo: LizaMay Images.

Paul Zacks, CEO of Western Province Rugby Group, and WP marketing
director, Darryl Kroll, have extensive experience in manufacturing, marketing and distributing teamwear and replica. The union took over the
supply and marketing of the WP rugby and Stormers’ jerseys (Away jersey below) when the contract with adidas ended
last year. Genuine Connection will continue
to manufacture the jerseys. Zacks and
Kroll worked together at Canterbury
when the brand was the official merchandise and jersey supplier of the
Springboks. In addition, Kroll for
many years marketed and sourced
ranges for Umbro SA, while Zacks
had a management position at the
company that owned SARU ball supplier,
Gilbert SA, when it was the official jersey
supplier of the Blue Bulls. Leading up to
the 2010 FIFA World Cup, Zacks was general manager of Global Brands, which was
responsible for all World Cup licensing
agreements in South Africa, and Kroll was
marketing manager.

Sthembiso Masango (above and left
with academy head Martin Dreyer) and
Mboneni Ngcobo of the Hi-Tec-sponsored
Change a Life (CAL) Academy, both received their provincial colours at the
KwaZulu Natal Cycling annual awards.
Recently Masango also received national
colours in XCO and marathon cycling. He
also finished fourth in The Munga MTB
race and won R43 000. This is a non-stop
race over 1 000km through the Karoo,
from Bloemfontein to Wellington.
Jeannie Dryer (left), another Hi-Tec ambassador, won the women’s category and
finished second overall in The Munga,
which she describes as “the toughest
race on earth” that allows participants to
truly test themselves..

When Meb Keflezighi ran the final
competitive marathon of his career,
the TCS New York City Marathon, he
wore a special kit designed for him by
Skechers Performance. His GOMeb
Razor racing shoes, which he helped
develop, were specially created for
this final race. At the marathon, Skechers Performance also sold 36 pairs
of this limited edition shoe, giving fans
the chance to celebrate the occasion
with him. People who bought these
limited edition shoes could round the
purchase amount to the next dollar
– the difference was donated to the
MEB Foundation, which is Keflezighi’s
charity that promotes health, education, and fitness for youth. In another
tribute to his last race, his racing singlet featured a graphic of the streets
of New York. Keflezighi will continue
to serve as a Skechers Performance
ambassador and consult for the brand
on product development for its GOrun
range of performance running shoes.
He is the only athlete in history to win
the New York City Marathon, the Boston Marathon and an Olympic Medal,
and he holds the US marathon masters record. Keflezighi joined Skechers
Performance in 2011 — the same year
he set a personal best at the New York
Marathon.
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Award-winning golf shoes from Skechers Performance
SKECHERS PERFORMANCE’S GO Golf shoes scored well in MyGOLFSPY’s Most Wanted consumer
buyer’s guide: it won the 2017 Best Spikeless Shoe as well as the 2017 Best Spike Shoe
awards. MyGOLFSPY does unbiased and non-paid-for product reviews.
The spiked Pro 2 (left) scored first place in stability, comfort and fit (scoring
a total of 93.5 out of 100), and the spikeless Drive 2 (below) came
first in comfort, second in stability and fit and third in condition
resistance (93 out of 100). Additionally, Pro 2 was named Editor’s Choice and Drive 2 as Best Buy.
Skechers Performance has also introduced its 2018 golf range,
which offers a roomier fit in some of the styles thanks to Skechers’ Relaxed
Fit. “Golf is a very important part of our business as it combines lifestyle and performance and is turning into a sport that is enjoyed by
customers of all ages,” said Robert Greenberg, Skechers chief executive officer. “This year we have experienced incredible growth
and interest in our golf product around the world and expect that
the opportunity in this category will only accelerate as we continue to
leverage our best innovations while introducing new and exciting product into 2018.”

Brands

Photo: Stan Kaplan.

Boardriders buys Billabong

Bulls’ kit to celebrate 80th anniversary
THE DESIGN of the Bulls’ and Blue Bulls’ 2018 home kit celebrates the union’s 80-year anniversary. Official technical partner PUMA also designed a new badge for the Bulls that will, for the
first time, be used by all the union’s teams — from Vodacom Super Rugby to U19. The two-tone
blue (front) and white (back) jerseys that will be worn in Vodacom Super Rugby, Supersport
Rugby Challenge and Currie Cup matches, pays tribute to the original Bulls’ two-toned blue and
white kit from 1938. A year-long campaign, Our heritage drives our future, has been created
across different platforms, including a video, to remind fans of their team’s 80-year legacy.

Please note Brand ID number
Retailers please take note: the Brand ID number listed in the 2018 Retail Directory and Buyers’ Guide is actually that of James Gray, who now does PR for the company’s brand Speedo.
The correct number is 021 461 0346 and it can be found on Brand ID’s enhanced listing.

SA’s off-road splendour now also on Street View

GOOGLE’S STREET VIEW now also covers 170
trails in 19 of South Africa’s national parks,
17 nature reserves and numerous other natural, cultural and historically-significant sites.
This was done with the help of 200 South African volunteers across the country, including SANParks, CapeNature and KZN Ezemvelo
Wildlife rangers and guides, as well as hikers,
and other nature-lovers and tech-enthusiasts.
Hi-Tec was the official footwear and clothing
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supplier.
The project spanned a 12-month period and
forms part of Google’s Street View Camera
Loan Program, which encourages anyone to apply to borrow the 360-degree camera technology and help map the planet. Drive South Africa
was the loan program partner for this project.
Gary the Google Trekker, a 22kg custommade backpack that volunteers carried, is
fitted with 15 cameras that point in all directions and has on-board technology that plots
the camera’s exact location, similar to that
used on the Google Street View cars.
Anyone around the world can now view
South Afric’s diverse wilderness areas, as well
as those of cultural and historical value, on
Google Maps and Street View. Some of the
highlights that they will be able to see include
seven of our eight UNESCO World Heritage
Sites such as Mapungubwe Hill, the Richtersveld landscape, Drakensberg Mountains, and
iSimangaliso Wetland Park (South Africa’s oldest UNESCO site).

BOARDRIDERS HAS all-but bought Billabong,
which means RVCA, Element, VonZipper, and
Xcel will also join Quiksilver, Roxy and DC
Shoes in Boardriders’ existing stable of top
lifestyle brands.
This news was, however, followed by tragedy
when Boardriders CEO Pierre Agnes (top left)
was lost at sea. His empty fishing boat was
washed up on the French coast, without any
sign of the executive who had left in the boat
for a solo fishing trip. Searches were called off
after five days. “Michael February (top right),
one of our local Quiksilver ambassadors, will
be representing us at one of the international
memorials,” says Dane Patterson of the local
Quiksilver distributor.
The Billabong acquisition is subject to a number of customary closing conditions, including
shareholder, court and regulatory approvals,
and the transaction is expected to close in the
first half of 2018.
Reuters estimates that Boardriders is paying
around $150-m. This, two years after Boardriders (then known as Quiksilver) came out of
a five-month stint in bankruptcy court. Oaktree Capital Management now has control of
the company, which has seen a turnaround.
“The combination of Boardriders and Billabong will create the world's leading action sports company with sales to over 7 000
wholesale customers in more than 110 countries, owned e-commerce capabilities in 35
countries, and over 630 retail stores in 28
countries,” says Boardriders in a press release.
“The combined business will be highly diversified and will serve the global community of
action sports enthusiasts with a full suite of
innovative product lines and a range of community-building activities.
Importantly, the strength created by the
combination will also allow for deeper and
more mutually beneficial partnerships with
customers and suppliers, and enable additional investment in the brands and in the action
sports industry overall.”

on the move

Mizuno enters lifestyle market
MIZUNO’S NEW Sports Style footwear category is the brand’s own
take on contemporary sneakers. It’s “informed by the brand’s rich
history and inspired by an intense desire to discover what’s next,”
explains Paul Copson of local distributors Brand ID.
“Combining unfailing functionality, superior comfort and a modern
sense of style, Mizuno’s latest footwear range offers something unique
and fresh for those living on-the-go lifestyles.”
Wave Rider 1 is the first release and forms part of the Spring/Summer
2018 range. It is based on the original 1998 Wave Rider that launched
Mizuno’s famous Wave technology, which is still popular amongst the
brand’s fans today. The Japanese brand has been known for its technical running footwear for more than 100 years.
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Falke socks are built to perform
FALKE’S LATEST socks, Stride and Vitalizer,
are packed with useful performance features.
Stride is available in anklet and hidden styles,
while Vitalizer is knee-length.
Both feature the moisture transfer and cooling
Drynamix Yarn, a hand-linked toe seam to prevent
friction and blisters, strategically-placed cushioning
for added comfort and support, and ergonomic construction that creates the perfect fit, says the brand.
They also both feature knitted mesh panels for ventilation.
Vitalizer’s panels run along the leg and this
model also has a reinforced toe and heel for
added durability.
Stride replaces Falke’s Neutral Run range and has been
available for sale since
February. The
anklet sock has
a wide rib cuff
and elastic ankle
for stability, comfort and support, which
doesn’t constrict and prevents dirt
from entering the sock.
The hidden style features a heel tab
and sensitive cuff for comfort and support. Both styles have a soft,
elastic arch support that keeps the socks in place.
Stride and Vitalizer are available in a variety of colours from
Falke SA.
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True polo brand now also in South Africa
THERE IS yet another Polo clothing logo in the South African market
retailers will have to become familiar. But, this one has got a genuine
connection to the sport polo: the US Polo Assn clothing brand is officially
sanctioned by the US Polo Association, the governing body for the sport
in America since 1890.
Their logo is above right. In the middle is the international Polo Ralph
Lauren ... not available in South Africa, except in fragrances, because
the local Polo brand (left) and horse logo (facing right instead of left)
have been registered in South Africa since the 1970s.
The Polo Assn brand has nothing to do with these other brands and is
actually the official clothing and footwear brand of the sporting body
in the US. It consists of an extensive range of casual lifestyle clothing,
footwear, eyewear and accessories for men, women and children.
These products are sold via a licensing programme in retail stores in
more than 135 countries. Recently, South Africa became one of them
as the Outdoor Supply Company in Gauteng was granted a distributor
license.

Tough 2017 for GoPro

031 305 9999
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GOPRO DID not start the year
well: it has stopped production of its Drone
Karma, withdrawing completely from the drone
market, plans to fire more
than 250 employees (a fifth
of its workforce), and its Q4
2017 and full year financials
did not live up to expectations.
The full-year revenue of
The HERO6 Black performed
to expectations.
$1.18-bn was flat year-on-year.
Q4 revenue of $340-m included the negative impact of approximately
$80-m for price protection on HERO6 Black, HERO5 Black and HERO5
Session cameras, as well as the Karma drone. Previous forecasts predicted Q4 revenue of around $470-m.
The news caused shares to drop significantly on the day it was announced, at times by more than 30%.
“At the start of the holiday quarter we saw soft demand for our
HERO5 Black camera, despite significant marketing support," says GoPro founder and CEO Nicholas Woodman. "Our December 10 holiday
price reduction provided a sharp increase in sell-through."
The HERO6 Black performed as expected during Q4, says GoPro. Early
January it lowered the price by $100 to “align with its good, better,
best product strategy”. Fusion, it’s new spherical camera, performed
better than expected in Q4.
GoPro’s Karma drone reached number two in the market in its price
bracket for 2017, but margin challenges in the competitive market and
a very tough regulatory environment in Europe and the US are likely to
reduce the market in the future. The company has therefore decided it
will sell the last of its Karma stock and then exit the market. GoPro will
continue to provide service and support though.
"GoPro is committed to turning our business around in 2018," says
Woodman. "We entered the new year with strong sell-through and are
excited with our hardware and software roadmap.”
Operating expenses will be reduced with staff retrenchments — it is
estimated that about a fifth of employees globally will lose their jobs
in the restructuring.
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Athletes were
introduced
to the latest
Skechers footwear ranges
at the Skechers stand at
the Buffalo
Bay Ironman
70.3 earlier
this year.

Skechers wins at Ironman events ...
SKECHERS HAS already started to reap the
benefits of the relationship it established with
Ironman in South Africa until 2019. This threeyear partnership agreement means that the
brand supplies Standard Bank Ironman South
Africa with finishers’ t-shirts, staff t-shirts, as
well as staff footwear. They also have a very
prominent position and branding opportunities
at the event expo’s.
This year the Ironman 70.3 World Championship will for the first time be held in Africa,
more specifically in Nelson Mandela Bay on September 1 and 2. It is expected that this event
will attract more than 6 000 athletes from 100
plus international qualifying events from across
the world. The Buffalo City Ironman 70.3 in
January this year gave 100 athletes qualifying

slots to the world championship.
Globally, Skechers Performance is closely associated with the Ironman races: apart from
exposure at the races and expos, several of the
top Ironman triathletes wear Skechers GOrun,
and the brand also developed official Ironman
footwear for some of the international events.
Skechers Performance ambassador Lionel
Sanders, the renowned Canadian Ironman
champion, came second in last year’s Ironman
World Championship, with David McNamee,
who came third, also wearing Skechers. Lucy
Charles, who came second in the women’s
competition, also wore GOrun footwear.
The Ironman 70.3 in East London gave Skechers Performance a great start to their year.
Not only was their stand at the expo a hub of
Skechers CEO
Michael Greenberg,
actress Brooke
Burke-Charvet, and
boxer Sugar Ray
Leonard participated
in the Skechers
Friendship Walk.
Photo: Trayvon Stinnett Photography.

... and raises $1.8-m with Friendship Walk
THIS YEAR Skechers’ annual Pier to Pier Friendship Walk in aid of children with special needs and education this year raised more than $1.8m. This is more than its $1.6-m goal and a new attendance record of
more than 13 000 participants was set.
In addition, the Skechers Foundation will also donate $100 000 to deserving students in the US. The foundation funds NPOs that provide
education and job training, shoes, clothing, fitness and nutrition guidance to communities in need.
“The Skechers Pier to Pier Friendship Walk didn’t just have another
record-breaking day; it’s grown into a year-round community-wide
movement for our kids,” says Michael Greenberg, Skechers president.
“People have such an incredible devotion to our children, and that love
really came through at our walk.
Among the celebrities who joined in were actress, model and longtime Skechers supporter Brooke Burke-Charvet, boxer Sugar Ray Leonard and fitness icon Denise Austin. “I’ve been part of the Skechers Pier
to Pier Friendship Walk for seven years now, because I love how Skechers has its heart in the right place — caring for what’s most important,
our kids,” says Burke-Charvet.
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activity where they showcased their new performance ranges to visitors, but their presence
was visible everywhere as the official footwear
and apparel partner. Several of their sponsored athletes outperformed most in their age
groups — for example, South African athletes
Travis Johnston (32) won and Bryan Difford
(31) came second in the 30-34 age group.
“I have been wearing Skechers shoes now
for just under a year and I am hitting some
of the best running splits I have ever done,”
said Johnston. “I have had no injuries and
just absolutely love the experience the shoes
provide. I have been running all my life at a
very high level and I can honestly say these are
the best shoes I have ever run in, no question
about it.”

Companies on the move
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PUMA CEO
Bjǿrn Gulden.

PUMA grows double-digits

Breaking news: Kevin Hodgson resigns from Holdsport
JUST AS we were getting ready to go to
print, we learnt that Kevin Hodgson will be
resigning as CEO and director of Holdsport
from 1 March this year. He had been with
the company for 20 years.
Holdsport is the holding company of 40
Sportsmans Warehouse and 25 Outdoor
Warehouse stores and also has a strategic
investment in Performance Brands (First Ascent, Capestorm, and African Nature) and
Second Skins.
According to a SENS release to shareholders, Long4Life said that in line with their
decentralisation philosophy, the management of the Holdsport operating divisions
will report directly to the Long4Life executive. Hodgson will continue to support
Long4Life’s Sport and Recreation unit in a

consulting capacity, working alongside Mr
Brian Joffe and the executive team.
He retains his significant shareholding in
Long4Life, the announcement said.
Hodgson (46), a qualified chartered accountant, had joined the company, then
known as Moresport, in 1998 as CFO. This
was around the time of the Moregro unbundling. The following year he was appointed
CEO of Moresport. Before joining the sports
industry he worked for Goldfields, Murray
and Roberts and Vestacor.
Holdsport became part of Long4Life at the
end of last year after shareholders accepted
the Long4Life offer to acquire their shares.
Holdsport’s first financial results as part of
Long4Life will be reported after the ending
of the financial year on 28 February 2018.

Canterbury, Mitre and Speedo restructured
CANTERBURY AND MITRE are moving into the Speedo offices in Nottingham as the
brands’ parent company, The Pentland Group, again restructures its operations. This
is a little more than a year after the company’s brand structures were streamlined
and brands grouped in Active (Berghaus, Canterbury, Mite, Speedo) and Footwear
(Lacoste, Ted Baker, Ellesse, etc.) divisions.
The latest consolidation is expected to cost about 100 of their 1 700 employees
their jobs.
The company, which is owned by the Rubin family, recently won the Global Family
Business International Award from the International Institute for Management Development (IMD). Pentland Group was rewarded for its commitment to sustainability,
ethical trade, human rights, outstanding contributions to combating modern day
slavery as well as its skill in regenerating itself through innovation and entrepreneurial venturing.
Earlier this year the group won the UK Family Business of Excellence award at the
2017 EY Entrepreneur of The Year Awards.
According to Drapers magazine the restructuring will offer customers one contact
point with all the brands in the group and ensure “greater alignment” between the
brands. The company will also introduce a wholesale website from where retailers
can order stock directly, the magazine reports.
Canterbury and Speedo are distributed in South Africa by Brand ID, Mitre by Legacy
Sport and Lacoste by the Surtees Group.
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PUMA GREW Q4 2017 sales to above 4-bn euro for
the first time. According to PUMA, all regions recorded double-digit growth. Shoe sales was a main
driver of the 14.5% sales growth during the fourth
quarter, the brand reports.
For the full 2017 year, currency-adjusted sales
grew 15.9% and the consolidated net income more
than doubled to 136-m euros.
“The positive response from our consumers and
trade partners gives us cause for optimism about
the year 2018," said Puma CEO Bjørn Gulden with
a view to the overall balance sheet for 2017. They
expect to increase sales by 10% in 2018 at constant
exchange rates.
According to Gulden PUMA is pleased about Kering's proposal to reduce its shareholding in PUMA by
distributing non-cash dividends to its shareholders.
“This will make PUMA an independent company
with a free float of 55%,” he said.

Shares redistributed
The redistribution of 70% out of its 86.3% shares in
PUMA will leave Kering with about 16% of the sports
brand and Artémis SA, which has a majority share
in Kering, will become the new main shareholder
in PUMA. Both Kering and Artémis SA are owned by
the ultra-rich French Pinault family. In 2016, PUMA
accounted for about 30% of Kering’s sales.
Kering wants to dedicate itself to the development of its Luxury Houses,” explains François-Henri Pinault, Chairman and CEO of Kering, in a press
release. The Luxury division consists of brands like
Gucci, Bottega Veneta, Saint Laurent, Alexander
McQueen, Balenciaga, Stella McCartney, etc.
Kering created a Sport and Lifestyle division
when it acquired majority shares in PUMA in 2007,
where the brands Cobra PUMA Golf and Volcom are
also housed. Volcom will be sold “when the time is
right” and when a positive solution presents itself
for both Kering and the brand, says CFO Jean-Marc
Duplaix.
“PUMA would become much more attractive for
investors as our shares would have a substantially higher free float and larger trading volumes,”
says Gulden. “Kering and Artémis, however, would
remain strong partners and shareholders, which
proves that they believe in our strategy and PUMA’s
future success.”
The transaction will be proposed to shareholders
at the AGM on 26 April.
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Wiltshire wins Stevie award

Michele and Pat Wiltshire share a laugh.

Michele Wiltshire is MD of Pop2Life.

Pat Wiltshire Sports partner, Michele Wiltshire, recently won an illustrious international award.

T

owards the end of last year,
Michele Wiltshire was honoured
with a prestigious Gold Stevie
award (see box), recognising excellence in business, for her work
as MD of the US experiential marketing and
event company, Pop2Life, which has won numerous awards for its campaigns and recently
became part of the Condé Nast organisation.
South African industry members, however,
might know her as a partner in Pat Wiltshire
Sports and daughter of company founder Pat
Wiltshire.
Wiltshire won the award in the Women in
Business category, which recognises women
entrepreneurs, executives, employees and the
organizations that they run. She won the top
honour in the Female Executive of the Year —
Business Services — 11 to 2 500 Employees —
Advertising, Marketing, and Public Relations
category, and also won a bronze medal in the
Woman of the Year — Advertising, Marketing
& Public Relations category.

The hotel years
She had been living in the US since 1996 and
two years later joined the Sun International
hotel group in Florida, where she was based
in the executive offices. She rapidly moved
through the organisation to eventually creating and leading the Special Events and Entertainment division for hotel and casino magnate
Sol Kerzner’s company, Kerzner International.
While in this position, Wiltshire produced
and executed six hotel/property grand opening events for some of the world’s most luxurious resorts and hotels, including the One&Only
Palmilla resort in Mexico, the One&Only Ocean
Club in the Bahamas, The Cove Atlantis with
its $1-bn Phase III expansion, the Atlantis, The
Palm in Dubai, the One&Only Cape Town, and

Mazagan Beach Resort in Morocco.
“Each opening was unique to its destination
and was celebrated with star-studded events,
attracting global media attention and brand
exposure,” she says.
In 2005, Wiltshire moved to Paradise Island
in the Bahamas, where she was based at their
flagship Atlantis resort. She headed the team
that was responsible for all events at the hotel, which is considered to be the Caribbean’s
top destination. These included the Miss Universe Pageant and overseeing all television
and motion picture productions on the property, including Casino Royale, Live! With Regis
and Kelly, After The Sunset and Duplicity.
In addition, she also managed all entertainment for Atlantis, Paradise Island, which included the creating, scheduling and production
of the Atlantis LIVE concert series, in which
stars such as Taylor Swift, Michael Buble, Katy
Perry and Justin Bieber performed. To add to
all of this, she and her team also produced and

staged the Michael Jordan Celebrity Invitational golf tournament for ten years.

Experiences are in her blood
In 2014, Wiltshire joined the Pop2Life experiental marketing company as its president and
COO. She oversaw all aspects of Pop2Life client delivery, creative, and day-to-day agency
operations and management.
Pop2Life has made a name for itself as the
company you call when you want a memorable
launch or event.
By 2017, she led the team through a successful acquisition by Condé Nast, the parent of
some of the world’s biggest magazine titles, as
well as the Condé Nast Entertainment branch
that develops film, television and premium
digital video programming.
Wiltshire became the MD of Pop2Life, and
early this year she was promoted to Vice-President of Operations for their 23 Stories creative and event agency.

About the award
THE STEVIE AWARD is an international accolade awarded by the creators of the International Business Awards and American Business Awards. For this past award, organisers
received more than 1 500 nominations from
25 nations, and more than 170 professionals
around the world participated in the judging process. Since 2002 the Gold Stevie trophy has been awarded to organisations and
individuals with exceptional achievements
in business in more than 60 countries. The
silver and bronze Stevie medals were introduced in 2012. The name is derived from the
Greek word Stephen, which means wreath
or crown.
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New head
of ASICS SA
has a long
term view
p10 :: Industry

Having heard so much about the attractions of Cape
Town from ASICS Europe head Alistair Cameron,
Barry Mellis is very much looking forward to working in the country as general manager of ASICS SA.
Words: Trudi du Toit. Photo: Nicol du Toit.

N

ew ASICS SA general manager
Barry Mellis hit the Cape Town
ground running — and he’s loving
it. Just over a week after landing from the UK, he had already
adapted to the bucket system that has become a way of life for water-conserving Capetonians; Brian Kerby has been introducing
him to key accounts across the country; and
he familiarised himself with the South African
office and staff.
Despite this, he nevertheless agreed to make
time for an interview with Sports Trader.
Mellis is impressed with the local team Kerby
had assembled (see next page), which he describes as “passionate, knowledgeable and
operating at a high level.” He is also pleased
that the operating model and structures of the
South African office are very similar to those
he came to know in the UK and Europe.
Passionate is a word he often uses to describe the sports industry and the people who
work in it, as in “I like to deal with passionate
customers who live and breathe sports”. It is
an exciting environment to work in and engage
with people, he adds.
Mellis has more than three decades’ experience in the international branded footwear industry — which also includes a stint as general
manager of the buying group Intersport.
Born in Scotland, but spending his working
life in Yorkshire and the Midlands of England,
Mellis started his career in sales at adidas UK
in the early 1980’s.
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During the following 19 years he worked his
way up the adidas sales ladder from rep to the
position of Head of Sales for the UK. “That was
an exciting time to be involved in the sports
industry,” he remembers. “There were no
digital technology or mobile phones and people spent their money on buying apparel and
trainers.”

‘I like to deal with passionate customers who live
and breathe sports. It is an
exciting environment to
work in and engage with
people’
Adidas’ strong soccer connections helped
create a huge following for the brand in the
UK and by the turn of the century the brand
experienced a huge growth spurt.
After nearly twenty years with the brand,
he joined New Balance in 2004 as UK Country
Manager and later EMEA Sales Director. During this period he also worked with — and befriended — Alistair Cameron, who is now CEO
of ASICS Europe.

Want to come to SA
Cameron’s fondness of South Africa is wellknown, and although he was supposed to visit
the local New Balance office as EMEA sales
head, Mellis laughs that Cameron was always

the one who somehow got to visit the Cape
Town office.
In the intervening years Mellis had been able
to see for himself why Cameron enjoyed these
trips to South Africa so much, as he came here
on holiday. His wife had also grown fond of the
country during several independent visits. The
couple therefore jumped at the opportunity to
relocate to Cape Town when Barry was offered
the position of general manager of ASICS SA.
“I always wanted to work abroad, but all the
positions I occupied were in the UK,” he says.
“Then this opportunity arose.”
He is taking a long-term view as he has been
offered an indefinite contract and hopes to
enjoy everything South Africa offers for years
to come.
It was also a good time for them to move
to another country, as their children are independent and they didn’t have to try and
accommodate them in schools in a strange
country.

Running a buying group
However, in between being responsible for
sales in a country he never visited and actually moving to South Africa, Mellis had gained
valuable work experience in the UK.
In 2009 he left New Balance EMEA to join the
Intersport buying group as UK General Manager. It is the world’s biggest retail buying group,
says Mellis, and it had 150 independent retail
members in the UK and Ireland at the time.
The members enjoyed the strong buying and
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The launch of the
ASICS SA subsidiary coincided
with the brand
becoming
the
new Springbok
jersey sponsor.
This sponsorship
has done much
to help create
recognition for
the new spiral
“a”
branding,
says Kerby.

One of his major achievements was his role in the
restructuring of ASICS in
Europe and emerging markets and the introduction
of the brand communication campaign I Move Me

marketing power the group offered, and also
enjoyed the relief from admin headaches offered via centralised invoicing, etc.
This position gave him insight into the many
problems experienced by independent retailers, for whom he expresses a fondness. “But,
independent retailing can be very isolating,”
he acknowledges.
Part of Mellis’ responsibilities was to grow
the Intersport retail member footprint in the
UK. “The Intersport brand has huge credibility,” he said at the time. “The potential for
growth within Intersport UK is very exciting
and I look forward to capitalise on this and to
help current and new members increase their
sales, profitability and competitiveness.”
But, a year later Cameron, who had since
joined ASICS Europe as CEO and president,
came knocking. He needed a replacement for
the MD of ASICS in the UK and Ireland, who
was leaving.

Joining ASICS
Mellis was at first reluctant to leave Intersport
so soon after joining as he enjoyed the work
very much. But, Cameron was persistent. And
kept on being persistent. Plus, there was the
lure of heading a leading sports brand like
ASICS, and working with Cameron again. “I
was being offered a dream job.”
When he agreed to take the position in the
beginning of 2011, Cameron said “Barry brings
a huge amount of sports retail and industry
experience to the brand at a crucial stage in
its development. ASICS UK is the fastest growing part of the ASICS European business and
he will be responsible for maintaining brand
growth and dynamism.”
Apart from running the UK office, one of
his major achievements of the following sixyear period was his part in the restructuring
of ASICS in Europe and emerging markets and
the introduction of the brand communication
campaign I Move Me, says Mellis.
The object of the transformation plan was
to modernise the brand, bring it closer to consumers and accelerate growth in the dynamic
sport and lifestyle market.
After he had time to settle in, he will discuss the strategies in store for ASICS in South
Africa, Mellis promises. We’ll report on that in
the next issue of Sports Trader.

Brian Kerby leaves ASICS SA in a good place
HE LEAVES ASICS SA satisfied that he has
put a good and solid team in place and that
the subsidiary is performing well, says Brian
Kerby, whose fixed contract as general manager with ASICS Europe came to an end.
Kerby didn’t want to explore other options
while still under contract to ASICS. But, he
says, he will probably remain in the sports
industry, where he is well-respected. This is
where his passion lies and he knows the industry very well as a brand distributor and
also as a keen participant, triathlon and running being his game. He is also looking forward to working with people he befriended
during his 28 years in the industry, inter alia,
as MD of adidas SA.
He is also proud that despite many in the
industry saying that 2017 had been their
toughest year ever, the South African ASICS
subsidiary had achieved its targets.
During the past year the local office had
also been restructured, especially around
performance merchandise.

Restructured ASICS SA
In performance footwear and apparel the
two former positions — footwear (headed by
Janine Stokes) and apparel (headed by Barbara Cole) — have been combined into one
position, namely Merchandise Manager: Performance. This is filled by GP Sangiorgio,
formerly from adidas SA. Due to his notice
period, he was only free to join ASICS on 1
February this year.
Stokes, who had been working for ASICS
since the brand entered the South African
market decades ago, stayed on as consultant
till the end of last year, before joining the
new distributor of the brand 361º in South
Africa (see p3).
Cole is focusing on her passions — trail running and photography for events and brands.
Lifestyle merchandise remains the domain
of Chanelle Bushby.
Sales is still headed by Craig White, who also
takes responsibility for certain key accounts.
Donovan Shehab, the former ASICS sales rep
in Port Elizabeth, will join him in Cape Town
to service other local key accounts. His position in the Eastern Cape still has to be filled.

In Johannesburg, Alan Smith remains in
charge of field accounts, assisted by Gerhard
Wolmarans in Johannesburg and Dean Wright
in Durban as sales reps. Mark Gibson, who
used to work with Steve Maarschalk as sales
rep for ASICS, has re-joined the company and
will look after Johannesburg-based key accounts.
Marketing: following the departure of Sarah Mundy to join the ASICS headquarters in
Japan to look after certain sports marketing
categories for the brand, Shannon Mandel,
formerly with Red Bull, was appointed as
Marketing Manager.
Other marketing changes include Ashleigh
Bird, formerly from Luxottica, who replaced
Rykie van der Merwe as Trade Marketing Manager. Anika Barnard, who worked for Rian
Oberholzer’s Access Management Services,
took over from Wesley Tam as Sport Marketing Specialist and Dane Abramowitz, also
previously with Red Bull, recently started as
Digital & Lifestyle Marketing Executive.
Technical: Dawid Visser will remain as a
consultant for the brand.
Operations: Andrew Getliffe, Operations
Manager, will be joined by Adis Parisius from
ASICS Europe head office and Francesco
Ciaghi, who worked with ASICS in Spain.
Kerby was appointed to establish the ASICS
subsidiary in South Africa about four and a
half years ago, after the brand became the
official technical partner of SARU and the
Springboks. Previously, the brand was imported and marketed locally through the
Jordan & Co distributorship, which subsequently became Bolton Footwear.
The subsidiary moved the focus of the
brand beyond the mainly running category
the distributorship focused on. The Springbok sponsorship has done a lot to help the
brand achieve this, says Kerby, especially
with brand recognition following the new
spiral “a” branding.
“Whilst I’m really sad to be leaving, we
have ticked all the right boxes,” believes
Kerby. “All brands at some stage go through a
restructuring phase, and the past year ASICS
had been doing it,” he adds philosophically.
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Why Kloppers lasted
50 years ... togetherness!
p12 :: Industry

T

Over the past 50 years Kloppers in Bloemfontein defied all the odds to grow
against very strong opposition to become a destinational shopping centre. Some
industry members share their thoughts about the success of this family business.
Words: Trudi du Toit Photos: Nicol and Trudi du Toit

he Kloppers’ suppliers function
unofficial theme song, The more
we are together, says it all: suppliers, family and staff have been
working together for 50 years to
ensure that this family business became a
leading Free State retailer and is fast growing
an equally strong footprint in the Western and
Eastern Cape.
As has been the custom the past 28 years,
the Kloppers family again invited suppliers to
a thank you function at the beginning of November — this time they also celebrated their
50th anniversary.
Togetherness and family are recurring
themes when suppliers talk about Kloppers.
“One feels part of their business,” says outdoor sales agent Pieter Pretorius, who has
been calling on Kloppers since 1990. “Loyalty,
diversity of products and good service” are
other factors that contributed to their exceptional growth, he believes.

All in the family
“They’re family who all know each other’s
business, which means that the generations
pass on experience from one to the next,”
says Mickey Mallett of Hi-Tec SA. “They can
talk about the business at meal times and family gatherings — which is a fantastic formula.
Long may it last!”
“It is a family business built on hard work,
principles and ethics,” adds Nick Wiltshire of
Pat Wiltshire Sports. “A family member is always on site in the shop, always there to deal
with problems, and that is why people will
travel far to shop here. Even if the price is not
the same, it is very close. Peace of mind along
with purchase is important.
“The name means a lot and people will come
and shop at Kloppers because they know the
name stands for credit guarantee, warranty
guarantee, and a guarantee of service. That’s
what differentiates them from the big chains;
Kloppers has the personal touch.”
Indeed. In 1975, eight years after Willem
Klopper snr opened the Kloppers store, a hypermarket opened in Bloemfontein. Kloppers’
business subsequently soared, recounts his son
Willem. “For first time people could compare
Kloppers to a national chain — even though
Pick n Pay marketed itself as the housewives’
friend and housewives believed that any time
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they walk into a Pick n Pay they would get the
best price.”
The hundreds of suppliers (apart from sport
and outdoor there are also the suppliers of
electronics, TV, furniture, school wear, kitchenware, you name it) who’ve become annual
regulars is a far cry from September 1967
when Willem Klopper snr opened the store
amidst threats from the big boys that they
would boycott suppliers who openly supplied
Kloppers. That year the cash-only high-volume
low-margin chains like Dions and Tony Factor’s
stores were the big retail news — in comparison, Kloppers had one supplier in Johannesburg who was brave enough to supply them.
“We just kept on doing the things that we
knew how to do well,” says youngest brother
Dirk. “We always tried to stay ahead of the
pack and learnt from our mistakes.”

Your success is my success, my success is your
success. With our suppliers we can build on the
future — Willem Klopper
Doing basics right
By anticipating trends — for example, by
learning from the US that doing installations
is the key to successful TV selling when South
Africa finally entered the TV era in 1976 —
planning ahead, and focusing on the basics,
business boomed.
“They get all the basics of retailing right:
they select a good range, get the price right,
and they know what they talk about,” says
Shane Schonegevel of OBO SA.
“That is a recipe they learnt from their father, as Leon and Willem said: they can talk
basic,” echoes Kloppers sport manager Grant
Steyl. “If you have the basics in a company
right and the support of friends and suppliers,
that leads to success.”
Fourteen years after opening, Kloppers was
big enough to take over the 10 000m2 Greatermans premises in 1981. Two years later, Willem snr sold the store to Christo Wiese of Pepkor and decided to retire, aged 57.
His sons all have professional qualifications
— Willem qualified as an accountant, Steva

is an attorney, Leon a social worker, Anton is
a medical doctor and his twin Wouter has a
degree in agriculture. Dirk is a chartered accountant. But Willem, Steva and Leon yearned
after the business they had run with their father and opened Juniors in 1986. This was so
successful, that they bought back the original
Kloppers two years later — where their other three brothers, father and mother, later
joined them.

Relationship with suppliers
The following year they decided to hold a
function for suppliers. This 1989 function in
the store restaurant was attended by 35 suppliers — several of whom were also amongst
the hundreds who attended this year.
“Their service, product selection and relationship with suppliers is fantastic,” Denton
Goslett from Omni Sport praises them.
.“Our relationship with our suppliers was the
thing that carried us,” Willem agrees. “Our
relationship was different and the support we
get from our suppliers has been fantastic.”
That is why the group’s sales were almost 50%
up on last year, he says.
Your success is my success, my success is
your success. With our suppliers we can build
on the future, he said during his speech.
Anton, who achieved 30% growth with the
outdoor department, agrees. “Our relationship with our suppliers is almost like a marriage – the one is dependent on the other.”
Yes, we believe in a face to face relationship
with our suppliers – and in running an honest
business, adds Dirk, who also had double-digit
growth in sport sales.
The strong relationship between Kloppers
and their suppliers has been one of their
strengths mentioned by just about everybody
we spoke to.
“As soon as you become a Kloppers supplier,
you become part of the family,” says Erwin
Schmidt of Leisure Holdings. “The way they
keep people together definitely contributes to
their success. From there it is their success in
getting it to the market and their success in
serving their community.”
And, of course, the other retail basic: “their
service is great,” says sales agent Darryl Dickerson, representing De Wet Sports. “They offer good after service. If something happens,
they sort it out straight away.”
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Sport suppliers Nick Wiltshire (Pat Wiltshire Sports), Colin Farrer (Corsport), Mike Farrer (Hi-Tec), Brian Kerby (ASICS SA), Shane Schonegevel (OBO SA), Jack Thonissen
(Princess Hockey SA), Mickey Mallett (Hi-Tec SA), Eugene Brown, Carika van Blerk and Ian Hepplewhite (Brand ID). Right: The Kloppers directors: brothers Steva, Willem, Anton, their mother, Skat, Dirk, Wouter, Leon and honorary family member, Filip Naude. Below left: Brian Kerby (ASICS SA), Mickey Mallett (Hi-Tec SA) and Shane
Schonegevel (OBO SA); Anton Kloppers (middle) reminiscing with adidas stalwart agent Pine Pienaar (left) with adidas hockey specialist Eric Rose-Innes a keen listener.
Right: The Farrer Brothers Mike (Hi-Tec) and Colin (Corsport) enjoying a joke with Sports Trader’s Nicol du Toit (middle).

Below left: Leisure Holdings’ Erwin Schmidt (left, here with colleagues Peter Reeves and Brett Burnill, Nick Wiltshire (Pat Wiltshire Sport) and Bruce Woodroffe (Awesome Tools); New Brand ID CEO Ian Hepplewhite gets to know Dirk Klopper, in charge of the fast-growing Kloppers sport division; The Golf Racket (Wilson and Nike Golf)
was represented by Graeme Smith (left) and Nico Meerholz.; Nick Wiltshire (Pat Wiltshire Sport) shows his support.

Below: Brand ID’s Eugene Brown and Carika van Blerk; Agent talk for Darryl Dickerson representing De Wet Sports and Gerhard Wolmarans ASICS SA; Darius Bloemerus from Hi-Tec SA; Denton Goslett (Omni Sport) and veteran Free State agent Leon Lotter are longtime Kloppers suppliers.

The back-up service they provide to their
customers is for him one of the main reasons
for Kloppers’ success, adds Bruce Woodroffe
of Awesome Tools. “And the fact that they are
on the floor so that their consumers can relate
to the management of the business.”
The huge range they carry in every category,
pulls customers from well outside their immediate area as kids from as far as Bethlehem
drive to Bloemfontein to shop at Kloppers,

points out Jack Thonissen of Princess Hockey.
Besides, the general consensus is that the
Kloppers people are nice guys and that it is a
pleasure working with them.
Or, as Rachel Engelbrecht, who has been
with the company for almost thirty years, explains: “they are successful because they really care about their people and always talk to
them decently.”
She started in May 1988 when the store was

still Juniors, and when their father returned
to the new Kloppers, he built her a beautiful new office, she remembers fondly. “Their
mother (Skat) was always wonderful. All the
sons are so well-mannered, and that is what
made it so special working for them.”
And that is probably why everybody so lustily joined Anton in the song The more we are
together, the higher we’ll be, your friends are
my friends and my friends are your friends …
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What to stock for
when
the taps run dry
Water-saving customers may not be aware of the many products the outdoor
and sport industries offer them to make their lives easier. CARIN HARDISTY
asked some suppliers for tips on products to stock that can help save water

S

everal parts of South Africa are facing critical water shortages and consumers are looking for ways to save
water and for products that can
help them should Day Zero strike.
As the dam levels drop, residents are asked
to reduce their consumption of municipal
drinkable water more and more ... or face Day
Zero when the taps are turned off.
Many people have been hoarding bought
water in clear plastic bottles that could grow
algae when exposed to light for long periods,
or use buckets and other potentially contaminated containers for harvesting rain water.
Swimming pools have been renamed water
storage areas. Some residents might even be
lucky enough to live near a natural source that
still has water …

Water for sporting events
SPORTS EVENTS like the Cape Town
Cycle Tour and Two Oceans Marathon
attract thousand of thirsty participants
and supporters to a city where citizens
are down to 50L a day per person. The
event organisers therefore announced
that they are cutting down on their water
usage in order to minimise their impact.
One of the measures will be a reduction
in the number of water points, which will
encourage athletes to bring their own
water.
While not the only way, a hydration
pack is one of the easiest and convenient ways for an athlete to carry his own
water with him, while running or cycling.
Medalist’s three hydration packs each
comes with a 2L reservoir, which means
there is one less item your customer
needs to buy. Each can also carry a multitool, pump, tube, clothing, lunch, phone,
wallet, keys, and also has a bike tool organiser pocket.
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Your customers might be
interested to hear about
products that can keep
them smelling socially-acceptable and at the same
time allow them to play
their part in the struggle
to conserve water.
While this water is fine to use as grey water, some people may be tempted to use it for
cooking or drinking once they have to start
queueing for their daily water ration. This can
cause serious health problems.
Your customers may therefore consider using
water purifiers and filters to be safe.
An ultraviolet or UV water steriliser makes
water healthy and prolongs the life of stored
water by killing just about all bacteria and
dangerous micro-organisms that can cause
serious diseases. This could especially benefit people who have been hoarding water for
months in untreated containers that could allow the growth of organisisms.
SteriPEN’s Aqua water purifier, for example,
is small and convenient enough for your customer to take with him wherever he goes, or
use at home. All he has to do to get safe drinking water is to press the Aqua button, place it
in the water, and stir. SteriPEN’s Pure+ water
purifier can purify up to 20L with one charge.
The brand is distributed locally by Ram Mountaineering.
Sterilization is most effective when used together with a filter to remove any small particles in, for example, harvested rain water.
SteriPEN’s Pre-Filter fits on 32 ounce widemouth water bottles and filters out all particles. This filter also forms a water-tight seal
when used with SteriPEN’s Aqua purifier, to

make it easier to carry water around.
LifeStraw is a water purifier that removes
most waterborne bacteria and viruses. It
doesn’t use batteries or electrical power, nor
does it use iodine or iodinated resin chemicals
so it doesn’t leave an aftertaste. It can filter
up to 1 000L of otherwise undrinkable water.
LifeStraw is distributed by Adventure Inc.

Transporting water
When Day Zero arrives, residents will have to
line up for their water rations at designated
spots. Capetonians will be the largest group
affected, but certain areas of the Eastern
Cape also face a possible Day Zero later in the
year. They will need large containers to transport their daily 25L allowance.
This is where a jerrycan will be useful — but
there are different types and it’s important to
recommend and sell the right one. Some are
meant for fuel such as petrol, while others are
specifically made for water.
Ace Camp’s jerrycans are made from foodgrade PET, and as such are safe to use for liquids that are meant to be ingested. They come
in two sizes (5L and 10L) and fold flat for easy
storage. Ace Camp is distributed by Outdoor
Supply Company.
You might also want to remind your customers of the ecological impact of plastic, disposable, water bottles that cannot be reused and
recommend that they rather invest in reusable
products, where possible.

Storing water
People who have been harvesting rain water
without using the safe Jojo tanks, or have
been buying water at a furious pace, will need
somewhere to store their water safely.
People might need more than one type of
container for water they intend to drink, for
example a large communal holder to store the
daily allowance for the family, and a smaller
flask or bottle for transporting individual daily
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allowances, for example.
One useful benefit of flasks is that they tend
to have temperature control qualities to keep
liquids warm or cold for longer.
Hydroflask, available from Adventure Inc,
has Tempshield technology that keeps liquids
cold up to 24 hours and hot up to 12 hours —
and there is even a flask that is specifically
designed to carry beer.
Lifeventure’s Glacier vacuum flask retains
heat and cold up to 30 hours, while the lightweight Microlite 500 Flip vacuum-insulated
bottle keeps liquid warm for 8 hours and cold
for 16 hours. Flasks range in capacity from
300ml to 1L. Lifeventure is distributed by Ram
Mountaineering.
Another option is a travel mug, which is also
made with thermal properties. The TiV thermal
vacuum mug keeps drinks warm for 4 hours or
cold for 8 hours, while the TiV thermal vacuum
mug with a flip top lid keeps liquids warm for 3
hours and cold for 7 hours. These Lifeventure
mugs can take 300ml of liquid.

Keeping clean
A harsh reality is that a luxurious long shower
or bath is a thing of the past in certain areas
of the country — in fact, just a quick, proper
scrub makes a good dent into the daily water allowance and residents are asked to keep
showers below two minutes. Your customers
should therefore be interested to hear about
products that can get them smelling sociallyacceptable again — and at the same time allow
them to do their bit for the water struggle.
Instead of wasting drinkable water to wash
hands, tell your customers about Lifeventure’s
Dry Wash — a waterless antibacterial gel wash
for hands and body, which will protect them
against germs and disease and conserve safe
water at the same time. It is pH-balanced, so
it won’t dry the skin out, and it is also biodegradable. The brand suggests that it’s handy
to keep at hand for after a swim in natural

water, for example.
Sea to Summit’s Liquid Soap Range includes a
waterless hand sanitizer. As a bonus, the range
is biodegradable and has a concentrated formula, so a little goes a long way. Sea to Summit is distributed by Adventure Inc.
Dry Shower from Muc-Off, available from the
same distributor, is an antibacterial body wash
that is formulated to kill odour-causing bacteria and germs with its gentle, yet effective,
coconut-derived cleaning ingredients. Simply
apply and rub in with the hands, and then
leave to dry or wipe it off with a towel.
The All Purpose Soap from Lifeventure is
antibacterial, pH-balanced and biodegradable,
can be used in both fresh and brackish water
and can be used on hair, body, the dishes,
fabrics and even fresh food. It’s available in
100ml or 200ml bottles.

Washing clothing
The less clothing need to be washed, the less
water need to be used. This is where fabrics
that have odour control qualities are very
handy, and many sport and outdoor brands
have been developing antimicrobial textile
technologies to control the growth of germs,
and subsequently smells.
Columbia’s clothing technologies like OmniShield prevents and removes stains and dirt
without affecting breathability of the fabric — especially Omni-Shield’s Blood ‘n Guts
that even keeps fishermen clean when gutting fish. Other technologies, like Omni-Wick
EVAP, move sweat across a broad surface area
to evaporate faster, and therefore smell less.
Columbia is available form Brand ID.
Natural fabrics like merino wool — for example, used by IceBreaker — is naturally antibacterial and won’t pick up odours like other
materials might. “This means you can re-wear
the clothing multiple times, without needing
to wash it,” says Eric Riemann from local distributor Adventure Inc.

Care products like Nikwax BaseWash and
TechWash can treat technical clothing to
prolong periods between washes: BaseWash
cleans, deodorizes, inhibits the build-up of
body odours, accelerates drying and improves
cooling efficiency of synthetic base layers, but
it shouldn’t be used on waterproof clothing.
TechWash is the one to use for breathable,
waterproof clothing — it maintains the outer
fabric’s DWR (durable water repellency) and
can revive the breathability.
Nikwax products are water based, non-flammable, non-hazardous, biodegradable, environmentally friendly, and contain no volatile
organic compounds (VOCs). They are distributed by Ram Mountaineering.
Dirty laundry water can be reused for grey
water, like watering the garden, when ecofriendly washing liquids such as Lifeventure’s
travel fabric wash is used. The wash is suitable
for most types of fabric and is concentrated to
save space, since it is also aimed at the travel
market. It is biodegradable and phosphatefree, and lightly fragranced.

Food for thought
AT THE TIME of going to print, we knew of
these areas in South Africa that had the following water restrictions:
• Cape Town: level 6B. Limit of 50L municipal water per person per day. Day Zero is
expected in May.
• Johannesburg: level 1. No consumption
level yet, but residents are asked to use
water sparingly and to not use drinkable
water for other purposes.
• Eastern Cape:
◦◦ Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality and
surrounds: limit of 60L municipal water
per day.
◦◦ Grahamstown: water shedding.
◦◦ Kouga municipality: Day Zero is expected in August.
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Kitting out the hiker

Photo courtesy of Buff.

Hiking is the new yoga, predicts trend-forecasting company WGSN. Retailers can therefore expect
to see more new hikers looking for recommendations, in addition to their more experienced hiking
customers. CARIN HARDISTY asked some suppliers for advice on what to recommend to hikers

T

he popularity of hiking is growing,
and according to trend forecasters hiking is going to become the
most popular fitness fashion over
the next few years (see p50). This
means that retailers can expect to see a growing number of hiking newcomers seeking advice on what gear to buy.
One of the most important pieces of equipment to recommend for a hiker is his footwear:
if his feet aren’t comfortable and stable he
will not enjoy the hike. He’ll also want good
grip, waterproofing and moisture-wicking, for
example.
Hiking boots tend to give more support compared to shoes, especially boot styles that go
up to the ankle. Leather boots are the most
durable, but synthetics are lighter. Something
to keep in mind, though: the heavier the pack,
the sturdier the hiker’s boots should be.
When fitting your customer’s boot in-store,
ask him to try the boot on with hiking socks,
which tend to be thicker than everyday wear
ones and will give him a more accurate view of
how the boot fits. Sock liners will also help him
avoid blisters and they’re an added hygiene
barrier. Bridgedale, distributed by Adventure
Inc, has a range of fine-knit, mid-calf liners.
Either way, he’ll want a pair of waterproof
footwear that is light and gives good traction.
• The Michelin rubber outsole on Hi-Tec’s Altitude OX i Waterpoof boot provides grip, durability and safety for scrambling up rocks.
In addition, the XLR8 injected midsole ab-
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sorbs impact, the Ortholite sockliner adds
cushioning, and the boot is treated with
waterproof I-shield to repel water and dirt.
• In order to get more bang for their buck,
people want boots that also look good and
that they can also wear in everyday life. HiTec’s Equilibrio Bijou Low waterproof boot
is sleekly designed with pops of pastel blue,
MDT traction that provides grip, Ortholite for
long lasting comfort and i-shield that repels

The growing interest in
hiking means that retailers
can expect more and more
first-time hikers in their
stores, seeking advice on
the right gear to buy

range, featuring, among others, the versatile, unisex Trail Lite GTX boot, which can be
worn on mixed terrains and conditions. The
brand’s SH Crosser Plus GTX RR men’s and
women’s boots are lightweight and responsive, but also stable and protecting. The188
PERK GTX RR light hiking and trail hiking boot
is protective, yet flexible, thanks to the Vibram sole.
• La Sportiva’s Mountain Hiking category is
for people who love to move confidently
and rapidly in the mountains, and features
the waterproof and breathable Goretex Surround technology, as well as the breathable
Nano Cell technology around the upper. It is
distributed by Adventure Inc.
• Saucony’s Peregrine 8 shoe, the successor to
Peregrine 7, offers good traction across various terrains.

Backpack recommendations
water and dirt.
• The V-Lite Wild Life Scorpion in Hi-Tec’s
outdoor crossover category has youth appeal and offers versatility from trail to city.
The lightweight XLR8 midsole technology is
lighter than regular EVA, and provides better
rebound and energy absorption.
• Boreal’s women’s Ordesa and the mens’
Pointer and Zanskar hiking boots, for example, feature a waterproof and moisturewicking Dry-Line lining system. Boreal is distributed by Traverse Outdoor Gear.
• This distributor also supply the Zamberlan

Whether the hiker will be going on a day trip
or on an overnight trek, the following features
are important to keep in mind when recommending a backpack:
• The pack’s weight should rest on the hips,
instead of on the shoulders.
• The straps are there to keep the pack upright, and not to bear the brunt of the
weight. Therefore, some backpacks have
adjustable backs or hip belts.
Vango’s Quick Adjust system, for example, in
the Contour backpack, combines a contoured
alloy frame with a webbing ladder arrange-
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Saucony Peregrine 8. Photo provided.

ment that allows the back length to be adjusted. This won the DofE* (Duke of Edinburgh)
award and The Scout Association also recommends this pack to their members. Vango is
distributed by Ram Mountaineering.
Gender-specific backpacks are designed to
ensure a better fit.
• Black Diamond’s Diamond Mercury backpacks for men and the women’s Onyx feature the ergoACTIV XP suspension system
with a custom 3D pivoting hipbelt. They
have a gender-specific fit and SwingArm
shoulder straps for increased stability and
dynamic load transfer. Black Diamond is also
distributed by Ram Mountaineering.
Breathability is as important in a backpack
as it is in clothing and footwear, if not more.
• Medalist’s Venture day pack has a padded
breathable mesh back, and the Nomad and
Trail Scout hiking packs have S-curve shoulder
straps with breathable mesh padding. In addition, Nomad also has a back panel covered
with breathable mesh padding and Trail Scout
has a sculptured back system with removable
aluminium rods. Medalist is distributed by De
Wet Sports.
• Nitro and Magnum, from Black Diamond, both
have an OpenAir back panel and shoulder
straps that allow warm air to escape through
the mesh-design. Nitro also has the reACTIV
suspension system that helps to make the
pack comfortable to carry, and Magnum has
contoured shoulder straps and an easy-toremove 20mm webbing hipbelt.
• Ventis Air Pro features Vango’s Air Adjust
vented back system with a concave frame
that positions it away from the body, allowing warm air to escape and minimising the
curvature within the pack.
When it’s not being used, the backpack can
take up a lot of space. Not so with Medalist’s
Pac-Lite day pack that folds up into its own

small pocket.
The required size of the backpack is influenced by how much gear the hiker needs to
carry in it, and the size of the person who will
be carrying it. Typically, the bigger the person,
the larger the volume (litres) he needs as his
clothing will be bigger, for a start — but at the
same time, due to his size, he should also be
able to carry more.
When packing, the hiker should also try to
fit as much as possible inside his pack, since
items that are carried on the outside have a
chance of getting snagged or damaged. Just
warn your customer not to over-pack his bag.
A raincover for the backpack is also a must
— getting wet from rain during the hike is one
thing, but when the spare set of clothing and
sleeping bag also gets soaked… Some packs
come with a built-in cover, but if his desired
pack doesn’t include it, the hiker might want
to invest in a separate waterproof cover.

Tents for all conditions
In the end it all comes down to the fact that
the hiker doesn’t care how smart or fancy the
tent is, if he struggles to pitch it, he’s not too
likely to use it often.
Vango’s one-man Blade and Soul tents are
quick and easy to pitch (under 10 minutes),
and also easy to pack ,thanks to their fast pack
tent bags with an oversized opening and compression straps to control the pack size.
The weight of the tent he needs to carry is of
prime importance to a hiker. When weight requirements trump the need for a lot of sleeping space, suggest a bivy.
Black Diamond’s Twilight (300g) and Spotlight (610g) are made from water-resistant,
breathable, NanoShield fabric, that keeps the
weight down and packs very small.
Hikers also need to consider the weather conditions that they might face: they don’t want

a tent that will let them down in bad weather.
With its Tension Band System (TBS) that
braces the pole at three points and prevents
sideways motion, the 2.4kg Vango Banshee
performs well in bad conditions, especially in
strong winds. It is also recommended by DofE.
The tent’s waterhead rating helps to gauge
how much water pressure the flysheet can
take before the tent starts leaking.
• Medalist’s two-man Sahara tent (1.5kg
weight) has a 180T polyester shell that is
rated for 450mm of rain.
• Sloped tent walls will help to get rid of water
and prevent it from piling up on top of the tent
canopy. Hilight from Black Diamond has steep,
water-shedding walls and a canopy made from
water resistant, breathable NanoShield fabric.
The 1.4kg tent can be used as a comfortable
one-person, or as a cozy assault-style two-person, tent.
• Black Diamond’s Firstlight also has steep
walls and a NanoShield canopy. It weighs
1.5kg and, with only two DAC Featherlight
poles inside the tent, it is easy to pitch. It
sleeps two people.
A double-wall tent construction, where the inner pitches separately from the flysheet, gives
the user the option of leaving the flysheet off
on warm, dry evenings.
• Vango’s 2.7kg Zephyr two-man tent can be
used without its flysheet in warmer climates,
but if the hiker encounters bad weather, the
flysheet and Powerlite alloy poles make the
tent strong enough to withstand the conditions.
• Sleeping under the stars has a lovely ring to
it, but it’s not often that a tent is made with
this purpose in mind: the front third of Black
Diamond’s Skylight has a mesh wall, allowing for ventilation and a panoramic view.
The canopy can be rolled up in good weather or rolled down for protection. To p18

* The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award, created in 1956 by HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, is a programme for young people between 14 and 24 years that helps to develop
them for life and work through a wide range of activities that cover volunteering, physical activities, skills development, and an expedition section.
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Klean Kanteen’s Classic vacuum insulated flask is
a new addition to the range, offered by Awesome
Tools. It’s leakproof, easy to clean and BPA free.
Photo courtesy of Klean Kanteen.

put of up to 500lm.
It’s a given that an overnighting hiker will need
lighting equipment, but it’s also a good idea for
a day hiker to take a headlamp along. You never
know if something might happen to delay his
return and he might have to complete the return journey in low light conditions.
Ion is Black Diamond’s smallest, lightest and
most compact headlamp that can easily be
packed into a dayhiker’s pack for just in case.
The newest addition to Medalist’s headlamp
range, Micro, is another small handy-to-have
headlamp.

Feeding himself

Hiking gear cont. from p18
Sleeping systems
When it comes to recommending something to
sleep in or on, the end choice will come down
to the temperatures your customer expects to
be hiking (and sleeping) in. He’ll want a sleeping bag, though, at the least.
The three biggest factors when determining how
well the bag will fare in the expected temperatures are the manufacturer’s temperature rating,
the filling type, and the sleeping bag’s shape.
Of the sleeping bag shapes the mummy, which
tapers towards the toes, will keep him the
warmest and heat him up quicker since it has
less dead space to heat up. If the sleeping bag
has a head and chest baffle, this will also help
to lock in warmth.
A down filling is more expensive than a synthetic hollow-fibre one, but your customer
will get what he’s paying for: down is more
lightweight, thinner (when compressed), and
it will handle temperatures better. A hollow-fibre filling tends to suit more people’s budget,
though.
• The Insulite Helix insulation in Vango’s Latitude 300 mummy bag is a mixture of hollow- and multi-channel fibres that regulate
temperature and wick moisture away. The
sleeping bag weighs 1.8kg and is rated for
use in temperatures between -7oC and 20oC.
• Vango’s Latitude 200 mummy bag also features the Thermal Embrace System and Insulite Helix insulation, weighs 1.5kg and can
handle temperatures of -3oC to 20oC.
• Medalist’ range of hollow-fibre sleeping
bags can be used in a variety of temperatures, ranging between -20oC and 20oC, depending on the bag and the amount of filling
used. The lightest bag weighs 1.1kg and the
heaviest in this range weighs 2.2kg.
A sleeping bag liner is lightweight, packs small,
and is a versatile investment: it provides added heat if used together with a sleeping bag,
or it can be used on its own. If used with a
sleeping bag, it will also keep it cleaner for
longer — besides, it is easier to just wash the
liner than the whole sleeping bag.
Lifeventure’s Thermolite stretch liner is
made from Polygiene odour-control technol-
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ogy, regulates temperature and is moisturewicking. It will increase the warmth of a
sleeping bag by 11-20oC. It is distributed by
Traverse Outdoor Gear.
Sleeping mats provide added insulation and
protection from the cold ground. Like sleeping bags, the type of insulation makes a difference in how much the mat can help keep the
sleeper warm.
• JR Gear’s Traverse Core Standard mummystyle mat has a thick (8.9cm) insulation

When packing, the hikershould also try to get as
much as possible inside
his pack
layer for support and comfort, horizontal
air core chambers for better support, and
Infrared reflective technology for extra
warmth. The insulated mummy mat in this
range has two different grades of Primaloft
for added warmth. JR Gear is distributed by
Ram Mountaineering
These mats each come with their own repair kits. Alternatively, recommend that your
customer invests in a patch kit to repair his
mattress or mat if he punctures it on a sharp
object.

Headlamp tips
The easier something is to operate, the better.
This also goes for headlamps.
• The MH2 headlamp from Ledlenser can be
focused with just one turn and is easy to operate, due to the Advanced Focus System,
Rapid Focus, and Smart Light Technology. It
is distributed by Awesome Tools.
• Black Diamond’s PowerTap technology allows the user to instantly change between
full and dimmed power with a tap on the
side of the headlamp — no need to fiddle
with buttons.
• Icon’s programmable brightness memory
gives the option to set the brightness level
when it’s turned on. It has a high-power out-

A hiker will need to to eat and drink something warm during his hike, especially if it is
an overnighter. Camping stoves and cooking
systems are designed to be compact, yet still
perform in often difficult conditions.
Stoves that screw onto canisters are by design small and lightweight, quick to light and
often the flame simmers well. It can happen,
though, that the arms aren’t long enough to
support large pots.
• Not so with GSI Outdoor’s Glacier camp
stove, which is designed with serrated
125mm diameter pot support arms that create a stable and secure cooking platform.
The burner is also designed to evenly heat
larger pots and pans. Ram Mountaineering
distributes GSI.
• Similarly, Fire Maple’s lightweight folding
gas stove, Fire-Fuse, has wide, folding pot
support arms and a large burner head.
◦◦ Wind can be a problem when it comes
to keeping a flame lit. Fire Maple’s FireForce foldable gas stove has a three-way
wind shield on the burner to prevent wind
from blowing the stove out once lit.
◦◦ The Fire-Flint has an angled burner head
that distributes heat, while Fire-Fleet also
has a large burner head. Traverse Outdoor
Gear distributes the range.
• Jetboil’s Flash cooking system is designed to
be one of the safest on the market. The 1L
cooking cup clips onto the burner, and the
canister tripod provides stability — which all
prevents accidental spills. It lights with the
click of a button and boils two cups of water in just over two minutes. The cozy even
changes colour to let the user know when the
contents is hot. Because of its cooking cup
that allows the user to get a low spoon angle and the strong metal handles, a hiker can
cook in and eat straight out of MiniMo’s cup.
Jetboil is available from Ram Mountaineering.
• Sea to Summit is expanding its camp kitchen
range and local retailers can now order the
new pot and other products from Advenure
Inc. The existing kitchen range includes
items such as bowls, mugs, plates, cutlery,
kettles, buckets, and pans.
When cooking gear fit inside each other, it will
save space for the hiker.
• GSI Outdoors’ Pinnacle Soloist mug, bowl and
pot cookset pack away into each other, and
the folding handle securely locks it all in place
for transport. The nesting design To p20
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Discovering Adventure

View our full range at:
www.lifeventure.co.uk
Traverse Outdoor Gear

Traversegear.co.za

you can’t be seen, you may be heard,” reminds Atka.
• Lifesystems’ emergency whistles can emit
allows for an ultralight stove or canister to be
duo or tri-tone sounds that can be heard
stored inside.
from quite some distance away. The brand is
• The brand’s Halulite Microdualist nested
distributed by Traverse Outdoor Gear.
cookset is designed for two people: it con- • A signalling mirror could also be picked up
sists of a 1.4L pot, a strainer lid, two bowls,
over a distance: Atka’s comes with a lanyard
two insulated mugs and lids, and two teland star aim indicator. It also has handy usescoping foons (fork and spoon attached to
age instructions on the back of the mirror.
each other on a swivel lever design).
• An emergency blanket is designed to retain
• The Fire-Fanatic pot set from Fire Maple
body heat, so it’s a good idea for customconsists of a 900ml pot and a 400ml lid that
ers to pack one. The all-weather emergency
can double as a bowl or a small pot. The
blanket from Atka is made from strong,
range also includes the 1L Fire-Fly pot and
lightweight, waterproof and visible refleclid.The Fire-Friend two-person set consists
tive Mylar. It will keep the user warm in the
of a 1.25L pot, 900ml pot, and 500ml and
cold and reflect the sun in hot climates.
400ml lids that fit the respective pots and
• Lifesystems’ survival bag is durable and
can double as a bowl or small pot.
lightweight, and offers protection from the
elements. It is made from heavy-duty polyCutlery and other utensils
ethylene and is wind and water proof, and
The spork is the ideal eating utensil for hikers,
lightweight. It is bright orange and can also
for whom less is defibe used to signal for atnitely more.
• Atka’s spork is made
Camping stoves and cook- tention.
Also remind your cusfrom durable fooding systems are designed
tomer to pack a first
grade plastic and
to be compact, yet still aid kit — even if he
includes two knife
perform in often difficult only plans to be hiking
blades for added
conditions.
for a few hours. Like
flexibility. It is disthe old adage goes:
tributed by Awesome
rather safe than sorry.
Tools.
• Lifeventure’s Ellipse camping cutlery set
includes a knife, fork and spoon that click Other necessities
together on top of each other to pack away • A reliable compass is an essential, inexpencompactly.
sive necessity.
Should your customer be in the unfortunate • If your customer will be hiking somewhere
position of having to fix a piece of equipment,
local, it’ll be a good idea to recommend he
he’ll appreciate a multi-tool. After all, the
invests in a trail map as well.
need for the right tool on an overseas trip • A GPS device will also be a handy investment
is how Leatherman, distributed by Awesome
for navigating.
Tools, was founded.
• If your customer plans on crossing rivers, a
• Taking Leatherman’s 19-piece Signal multidry bag will keep his items dry. Atka offers
tool on a hike is like having a kitted-out workfour different sizes: 5L will hold personal
shop in the pocket: it provides two different
electronics and small valuables, he can carpliers (needlenose, regular), 154cm replacery a spare pair of shoes or set of clothing
able wire and hard-wire cutters, a wire stripin the 10L, bulky items such as jackets or
per, 420HC combo knife, a saw, hammer, an
sleeping bags can fit in the 15L, and a small
awl with thread loop, ¼” hex bit driver, bit
tent or a full change of clothing and shoes
driver, ¼” and 3/16” box wrenches, a carabiwill fit in the 20L.
ner, ferrocerium rod, and a diamond-coated
• Its pocket chain saw is the fastest cutting
sharpener. In addition there is also a can and
pocket saw in the world, claims Atka, and
bottle opener, and a safety whistle. .
can cut through a 7.6cm diameter limb in
• A knife can help the hiker with various
under 10 seconds. It is useful for trimming
functions, from preparing food to cutting
and clearing branches and limbs, cutting
ropes. Opinel’s durable No.8 Outdoor knife
firewood and constructing a shelter.
is water-resistant, can withstand extreme
•
For drying off after being caught in the rain,
o
o
temperatures (-40 C to 80 C), and has a very
or
after a wash, a lightweight and quickstrong stainless steel blade that is serrated
drying
towel will be handy. Lifeventure’s
to cut natural or synthetic ropes. It also has
Softfibre and Softfibre Light travel towels
a shackle key, and its handle has a very comrespectively absorbs 9 and 6 times their own
fortable for grip. Opinel is also distributed by
weight, and dry 8 and 9 times faster than a
Awesome Tools.
standard beach towel.
Safety and rescue equipment
• Squinting into the sun’s no fun, but products
such as hats, caps and sunglasses will bring
It is important to emphasise the need to take
a hiker relief. Buff, known for its technical
safety and emergency equipment on a hike.
scarves and headwear, has now expanded
Backpacks often come with built-in whistles,
into caps and hats. This collection launched
but your customer won’t go amiss by taking
a dedicated emergency whistle with him. “If
in South Africa in February.
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Leatherman’s 35th birthday gift

T

o celebrate its 35th anniversary
Leatherman has created a gift to
the industry: a limited edition of
the pocket survival tool (PST) that
launched the brand and created
the worldwide demand for multi-tools.
The tools, bearing the founder’s signature,
are truly unique and only 100 models are
available in South Africa, says local distributor Awesome Tools. Each one comes with in
an American-made leather sheath, emblazoned with a diagonal wordmark in gold foil, a
throwback to the original.
This PST is 100% stainless steel and boasts
14 tools: needlenose pliers, regular pliers,
wire cutters, hard-wire cutters, 420HC knife,
wood/metal file, phillips screwdriver, large
screwdriver, medium screwdriver, small screwdriver, awl, ruler (8 in/20 cm), can opener and
bottle opener.
“Every tool is crafted just like the original,
but not in my garage!” says Tim Leatherman,
who is now chairman of Leatherman Tool
Group. “Seeing it brings back memories of what
it took to launch this company. I’m in awe of
how it has grown over the years and thankful
for our dedicated employees and faithful fans
who helped us reach this milestone.”
Recent innovations are new generations

of Leatherman’s Tread wearable multi-tool,
which was originally released in a wristband
format. It was developed after CEO Ben Rivera
was stopped from taking his Skeletool into Disneyland by security guards.
Two new models have now been added to the
Tread range: Tempo is a watch-meets-multitool and LT is a wristband that is 20% narrower
and 10% lighter than the original Tread.

Tempo watch for the outdoors.
Tempo features Leatherman’s characteristic
multiple, interchangeable tools (each a stainless steel link) — but now also includes a Swiss-manufactured timepiece. The
watch shows the time
and date, and has a
rotation unidirectional
diver’s bezel. The hour
markers and hands on
the stainless steel version are glow-in-thedark.
It’s designed for heavy
duty wear with a shock-resistant sapphire that also ensures scratch-resistance, and
the curved watch limits reflec-

tion and increases outdoor wear.
Add in water resistance (up to 200m), TSAfriendly, and adjustability (link choices and
wristband size), and your customer will be in
love with this handy, tough and practical tool
that he can always keep within arm’s reach
(right on his wrist).
Both the watch and LT wristband have links
for a 3/32” screwdriver, 6mm hex drive, 4mm
hex drive, #3 square drive, #1 square drive,
and pozi-driv #3.
The wristbands consist of metal links — injection moulded for strength and intenstity
— that can be rearranged as the user desires.
Tempo only has the six links, but Leatherman
includes three interchangeable links (8mm box
wrench, pozi-driv #2, and 11mm box wrench).
LT has nine links, which includes a cutting
hook, 8mm box wrench and
11mm box wrench.
Tempo and LT are
available in stainless steel and black,
are TSA-friendly, and
each carries a 25-year
warranty. Tempo also
has a five-year battery
and two-year movement
warranty.

Artists create iconic handles for French Opinel knives

O

pinel knives invited three artists
from three different countries to
each design the handle of their
limited edition France collection of
no. 8 knives. These come in customised boxes,
featuring the designs, say local distributor
Awesome Tools.

Illustrator Giorgini
Ale Giorgini is founder of Magnifico, an illustration agency, and teacher at IED (the
European
Design Insiture) in Turin
and the International Comic
School in Padua.
Apart from having
worked for the likes
of PUMA, Jeep, Armani, Warner Bros, Disney,
Foot Locker, etc. he has participated in exhibitions and events around the world.
In 2016 he was selected to be part of the
58th Society of Illustrators in New York and he
was nominated for the Boscarato Prize at the
Treviso Comic Book Festival (TCBF).
“To me France means love,” he says. “That’s
why I imagined two lovers in a café in Paris.
Maybe my Opinel no 8 will be used by them to
write their names on a tree.”
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Grafitti artist RYLSEE
RYLSEE has a background in
typography, graffiti and design, and is involved in Berlin’s
alternative art world through
satirical images and installations. He has been featured
and exhibited across the world
in countries such as Switzerland, France, the US, UK,
Spain, Israel, Canada, etc. He
is also an artist in residence at
Urban Spree, an art and cultural space in Berlin.
“When I think about France and Opinel, I
think about Apértif,” he explains his handle
design. “All the ingredients are combined on
the design, following the curves of the legendary knife. This simple and efficient design
will speak to the heart (or to the stomach!) of
those who enjoy convivial times.”

Architect JEREMYVILLE
JEREMYVILLE has a degree in architecture,
and has worked with brands like adidias, Apple, Converse, and Swatch, to name a few. He
has exhibited at the Andy Warhol Museum, the
Madre Museum, 798 Arts District in Beijing, La
Casa Encandida Museum Madrid, Bunkamura
Gallery in Tokyo, Colette in Paris, The Museum

of Art and Design New York and the
Cooper Hewitt Design Museum in
New York.
He initiated a project covering
over 1 200 community service announcements — messages that he
shares around the world through
street art, installations, giant public sculptures, etc.
The image that he used on his
handle is that of the Tricolor family, which he first painted on the
streets of Paris at the time of the
terrorist attack in Nice.
“This was my spontaneous message for the people of France,” he says. “It
seemed perfect to use this image for such a
great French brand like Opinel … a timeless
message for a timeless brand.”
He says he only takes a few essentials on his
travels: a sketchbook, lots of pens and pencils, a camera, and his Opinel knife that he
sometimes uses to sharpen his pencils.
“I think Opinel is like that too (simple, poetic and timeless), so the
project was
a perfect fit
for me.”
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Still no clarity for
fire-arms owners
The uncertainty surrounding the renewal of about
190 000 firearms licenses has still not been resolved, as the Concourt judges ponder the constitutionality of certain clauses in the current Act

A

bout 190 000 potential firearms customers might know as
early as next month if they can re-apply for expired licenses, or if they will have to forfeit their weapons. The
Constitutional Court (Concourt) is expected to hand down
judgement any time from early March to the end of April
in the court application by SA Hunters and the Minister of Police on the
constitutionality of certain sections of the Firearms Control Act.
The Concourt heard their arguments on February 7th following the
Gauteng High Court ruling on 4 July 2017, when Judge Ronél Tolmay
agreed with SA Hunters that sections 24 and 28 of the Act was unconstitutional. The Minister of Police appealed against the ruling, while
SA Hunters applied for ratification of the same ruling in the Concourt.
A ruling in favour of the SA Hunters application could create oppor-

‘Should the court refer the Act to parliament to revise sections 24 and 28,
it would make sense to use the opportunity to review the Act in totality’
tunities to not only address the problems regarding the problematic
sections, but also to review other shortcomings in the Act, said CEO
Fred Camphor. “Should the Concourt refer the Act to parliament to
revise sections 24 and 28, it would make sense to use the opportunity
to review the Act in totality.”
Alternatively, the Concourt could provide guidance on the interpretation of the disputed sections and give instructions how they should be
implemented, he added.
Section 24 of the Act stipulates that a firearms holder must re-apply
90 days before the license expires, while Section 28 stipulates when a
license will be terminated — one of the conditions is when re-application is made after the 90-day deadline. While the Act sets out procedures to be followed when a person is declared unfit to possess a firearm “no similar provisions exist when a licence expires,” says Camphor.
The organisation argued that it was nearly impossible for a licenseholder to become legal again if the 90-day pre-expiry application deadline is missed.
The High Court identified the following problems with the Act: lack of
clarity of how a licence-holder who missed the deadline can rectify the
situation; the lack of due process when a licence expires; uncertainty
of how a licence-holder should dispose of a firearm when the license
expires and the fact that there is no provision for compensation when a
firearm is surrendered — nor is there provision for these license-holders
to sell their firearms or deposit them for safekeeping with a firearms
dealer or the police.
The Minister of Police argued that the High Court’s declaration that
the sections were unconstitutional was going overboard and that the
defects could simply be remedied. SAPS also argued that the forfeiture
of a firearm once a license expires was appropriate and in accordance
with a law of general application towards promoting public health,
welfare, safety and security.
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Winter team sport

If schools could just
get their acts together ...
There is a pool of 12-m potential learners at 25 000
schools who should by now all be participating in some
form of sport if only the SRSA and DBE plan for school
sport had come together ... just think what this would
have meant for the South African sport retail industry!
Growing sport participation through transformation and
development is therefore important for the industry.
Words: Trudi du Toit. Photos: Nicol du Toit

I

magine an ideal world where everybody
does what he or she is supposed to do
when it is supposed to happen ... then,
sport retailers would be counting ways
to spend their money, instead of anxiously counting the days before the next payment becomes due.
In October 2011 an ambitious Memorandum
of Understanding was signed between the departments of Sport and Recreation (SRSA) and
Basic Education (DBE) to implement sporting
programmes in all the approximately 25 000
South African schools.
The main target would be the schools who never offered sport, so that about 19-m new learners could become active athletes. Most (84%)
of South Africa’s under 18-year-olds are black
Africans, who previously had limited exposure
to sport.
Physical education would become part of
the curriculum, and regular Wednesday sports
days would see millions of children running,
jumping, kicking and generally becoming fit
and active. National federations would develop coaching programmes to help gain converts
for their codes in schools.

Straight path to national teams
Intra-school competitions would identify the
best athletes to participate in inter-school
competitions, who would then compete at
district and provincial level, until the best of
the best eventually compete in a week-long,
grande finale, the National SA School Sports
Championship.
The sport stars of the future would be identified at this event, offered bursaries, and
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nurtured until they can take their places in
national teams.
SRSA would provide teamwear for the competitors, and DBE would buy equipment for
them, it was decided. In addition, the industry
would benefit from all the new, inspired, athletes seeking equipment, footwear and kit, or
schools cashing in their sports grants.
Oh, what a lovely dream!

‘All indications are that
sport’s traditional resource pipeline, schools,
may be drying up’
The reality is that SRSA and DBE are still armwrestling about providing facilities at schools,
and unionized, over-worked, teachers often
refuse to supervise or coach sports — which
they often don’t know or understand — after
hours or on weekends. Coaches, and coaching
programmes, are few and far between.

Sport low priority
When his learners are without books, desks, or
sometimes class rooms, a school principal will
laugh (or cry) at the idea that he must ask DBE
to establish a multi-sport facility at his school.
Travelling to participate in sports events is
beyond the means of poorer schools, whose
learners barely have enough to eat, never
mind money to spend on transport.
According to the EPG Transformation Status
Report 2015/16 published by SRSA in Novem-

ber 2017, as few as 10% of all schools regularly offer sport. And most of them are former
Model C schools.
“All indications are that sport’s traditional
and privileged resource pipeline (schools) may
be drying up and codes not actively engaged in
dealing with the associated strategic realities,
could be faced with a range of uncomfortable
consequences in the future,” say the authors
of the report.
In 2015 and 2016 10 685 learners from about
6 000 schools participated in the school sports
tournament — 3 027 girls teams, 3 025 boys
teams and 159 mixed teams competed in the
final national championship.
But, according to some that could be an
overestimation of true sport participation at
school level, as some teams were hastily assembled before the national championship,
without the athletes participating in any of
the carefully-planned pre-events.
Yet, by far the majority (85%) of learners,
believe the programme identifies the best
talent, according to a SRSA report on The Implementation Evaluation of the National SA
School Sports Championships.
Further good news is that the majority of
schools (43%) who participated in this programme are in the township areas. “If one
combines rural (26%) and township figures (a
total of 69%), one could conclude that there
is good representation of schools from disadvantaged areas,” the authors of the report
concluded.
But, the report also documents numerous
complaints — the most frequent was that the
sportswear and equipment supplied were in-
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sufficient and of bad quality.
The major winter team sport codes soccer,
netball and rugby are among the most popular of the 16 priority sporting codes identified
for schools — and their federations are among
the best resourced. Yet, even in these codes a
closer look reveals a grim picture.

Soccer court battles
Soccer is the biggest participation sport
amongst South African adults, and 65% of the
participants in the national school sports
championship played soccer. Yet, there are
fewer than a hundred primary and senior
schools that participate in soccer leagues. And
that is not a typing error.

ive y

ou!!

At the national championship many of
the soccer players were there courtesy of the
NGO AmandlaEdufootball.
“Football (soccer) did not report any structured/organised involvement at school level,”
say the authors of the transformation report.
“This is a major strategic weakness with respect to the sport’s search for elevated levels
of competitiveness in the medium to longer
term.”
This will come as no surprise to those who
have been following the protracted court cases between SAFA and SASFA, their school sport
arm, established amid fanfare a few years
ago. SAFA disbanded them in March 2015 to
take over the schools programme due to lack

of progress in growing soccer at school level —
especially in the rugby-playing former Model C
schools. SASFA took the mother body to court
— and they are still in dispute. And there are
now two school leagues: SAFA’s Kay Motsepe
Schools Cub, and SASFA’s Copa Coca Cola Cup.
Soccer is, however, a club game and the 23
269 soccer clubs represent 71% of the total
number of registered sports clubs. Most of
them are in Gauteng (19%), followed by 15% in
KwaZulu Natal, and 15% in the Eastern Cape.
The lowest number of soccer clubs are in the
Northern Cape (5%) and North West (3%).

Netball organised
Netball is the unacknowledged
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Participation numbers at school and club level for netball, rugby and soccer
Clubs
Registered clubs

Netball Rugby

Soccer

Senior schools

Netball

Rugby

Nr schools offer code

2 192

4 331

Nr schools organised events

1 221

1 107

653

5 627

1 987

1 107

23 269

20 483

75 741

300 000

Club leagues

801

3 615

Age specific teams

Facilities @ clubs

515

386

Facilities at schools

Registered members

969

• The table above clearly illustrates that soccer is predominantly played at clubs —

% Schools penetration

• Netball has the strongest footprint in schools, with more than 3 000 senior and

Primary schools
Nr primary schools offer

3 636

6 319

• With about 2 700 schools taking part in competitive rugby, the sport is relatively

Nr schools organised events

1 785

1 584

with the sport barely registering on the radar in school leagues, despite SAFA-organised leagues like the Kay Motsepe Schools Club, or SASFA’s Copa Coca Cola.
primary schools participating in organised competitions. Participation, however
drops off after school when players join clubs.

well ensured of a steady stream of young players coming through. Club membership is also quite strong with more than 75 000 players participating outside
school structures.

Source: EPG Transformation Status Report 2015/16 published November 2017
by Sport & Recreation SA.

36%

10%

Netball

Rugby

Soccer
65

12

Soccer
26

Age specific teams

1 811

7 920

9

Facilities at schools

1 233

1 148

8

% Schools penetration

52%

16%
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School sport participation from p25
leader when it comes to encouraging participation at school level. It is the sporting code
that is the best represented in schools, and is
played in 52% of primary schools and 36% of
senior schools who offer sport. It is also the
most popular sport in private schools, where
netball is played in 30% of schools.
At the national school sport championship,
netball was played by 24% of the participants
— the second highest number after soccer.
It is the most popular in Western Cape
schools (54%), followed by KwaZulu Natal
(52%), Limpopo (49%) and Eastern Cape (31%).
Netball is also relatively strong at club level,
with close to 2 000 netball clubs, of which
32% are in Gauteng, 22% in the Eastern Cape
and 12% in the North West and Western Cape.
But, each club only attracts enough registered
players to form one or two teams.

Rugby strong
Although still predominantly a white sport —
with only 10-23% black representation in senior teams — rugby is the third best supported
sporting code at government schools.
In addition, nearly half (47%) of the participants at the national school sport championship played rugby.
There were 114 103 rugby players at senior

schools in 2015/2016, according to the EPG
Transformation Status Report. This, however,
only represents 10% of senior schools.
Rugby is also played in 16% of primary
schools. But, interestingly, only 6% of private
schools offer rugby as sport.

Nearly 3 000 schools participated in rugby
competitions in which more than 13 500 age
group teams competed against each other.
Rugby is also fairly well supported at club
level, and the 1 262 rugby clubs are the third
most per code in the country. Most clubs are
in the Western Cape (35.4%) and the Eastern
Cape (35.3%).

What is happening in the US sports market?
PARTICIPATION IN aquatic exercise as an
aerobic activity grew 15% among Americans,
while walking for fitness is the most popular activity amongst Americans (27%) who
recently became active. These are some of
the findings in the 2017 Tracking the Fitness
Movement report that is now available from
the US sport and leisure industry organisation, SFIA.
This report, which analyses the trends in
American fitness participation habits, looks
at consumer purchase behaviour, delves into
factors that will play a role in the growth
of home and institutional fitness sales, and
presents insights from industry leaders and
other stakeholders.
It is one of several annual activity and
industry reports produced on behalf of the

American trade organisation the Sports and
Fitness Industry Association (SFIA).
The 2017 Sports, Fitness, and Leisure Activities Topline Participation Report tracks
participation in 120 sport, recreation and fitness activities. According to the report, inactivity was reduced slightly in 2016, but 27%
of Americans remain inactive. Casual participation grew in baseball (18%), ice hockey
(11%), rugby (19%) and swimming (27%) and
spending on gym membership, outdoor recreation and sporting events increased.
The 2017 Manufacturers' Sales by Category
Report provides a summary of the value of
wholesale sales in sports and fitness in more
than 30 categories.
They can be ordered from SFIA Research at
www.sfia.org/reports.
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Lenize Potgieter reaches for goal
during the 2018 Quad Series.
Photo: Reg Caldecott

Mamelodi Sundowns midfielder
Percy Tau practicing his moves.

Team sport:

What drives the balls market?
Supplying inflatable team balls to the Southern African market can be a hazardous affair. There are 20-30
local distributors selling to retailers, almost as many international websites targeting local consumers,
plus unknown numbers of manufacturers bringing in undeclared bags of balls they try to sell at a very good
price. TRUDI DU TOIT takes a look at what has been happening in the ball market over the past few years

S

ourcing and selling team balls is not
for the faint hearted. Sure, every
team needs a few balls for training and matches, and players need
balls to practice — but the market is
flooded and the competition is fierce.
Apart from the 20-30 local distributors selling to retail, many retailers have their own
ball brands, consumers can order online from
anywhere in the world and some manufacturers have been known to come visiting with
bags of balls for quick sales.
Balls are often the only items with wellknown international brand names that aspirational players can afford — especially the lower-level training balls that often sell for less
than other, lesser-known, brands. Although,
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the prevalence of balls from brands like adidas, Nike and PUMA tend to drive up the price
of soccer balls, especially in mall stores.
Official balls for high-profile tournaments
usually come at a price — for example, the
adidas Telstar retails for about R2 500, while
other adidas balls would retail for under R500
and the average soccer ball would retail between R150-R350.
This would explain the higher price and/or
import numbers during World Cup years when
these high-priced balls would be in demand.
“Trading periods are influenced by many factors, domestic and international — for example, in a World Cup year like we are currently
experiencing, there will definitely be a spike
in soccer apparel and ball sales in the lead up

to the World Cup in Russia which Kicks Off the
middle of June 2018,” says Nick Wiltshire of
Pat Wiltshire Sports, importers of Mikasa.
Endorsement by a federation would also affect price. Gilbert’s officially endorsed schools
netball balls Pulse and Spectra, for example,
would retail for around R250-250, while most
other netballs sell for R100-200.
But, it is safe to say the quality of a ball will
have to be superior to secure an endorsement
— which also comes with its own costs.
Rugby balls, on average, sell at a lower price
than soccer balls — even the top Gilbert Match
Ball retails for around R700, with other rugby
balls retailing between R150-300, some top
end match balls sell for around R400.
When the previous IRB Rugby World Cup was
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Kovsie fullback Charl
Naude lining
up to kick in
the Varsity
Cup match
against the
Maties.
Photo: Thys
Lombard.

held in 2015, the number of balls imported
spiked dramatically — but the average import
value was low, R19 average per ball for year —
the highest import price paid was in Q3 at R24
average per ball.
In 2016, however, the lowest number of balls
were imported in the past 5 years — but the
average price per ball was high (R37), and
quarterly average import values were between R28-48.
“The weak Rand dramatically contributed to
this,” comments Evert Ferreira of Brand ID,
distributors of Canterbury.
Remember how the axing of Nhlanhla Nene
as finance minister in December 2015 cut the
Rand/$ exchange rate by almost 50%.
“Currency volatility is of huge concern for
all importers and it is this volatility which can
be seen to be one of the highest risks when
importing sports equipment and planning
forecasts for future trading periods,” explains
Wiltshire. “Maintaining and controlling pricing
in the market place is of vital strategic importance.”

We also need to remember that more and
more factories globally are producing balls,
and although quality has often been sacrificed
in the process, this drives prices down, cautions Ferreira.
The inflatable ball market recovered in the
first three quarters of 2017 — during that
period the number of balls imported almost
doubled from 2016, getting closer to the high
numbers imported in 2015. But, the Rand had
recovered and the value of imports was lower
than in 2016, with the average value of a ball
imported R20.

While 2017 was a difficult year all round,
you could always have something to sell if
you have the right product at the right price,
says Patrick Frank of W.E.T. Sports, whose
STAR range of balls is specifically aimed at the
schools and club market.
“The beauty of this market is that there are
constantly new students and club members in
need of new balls.”

Number & value of balls imported

Schools and club market
The schools and club market is still by far
where the bulk of the sales are made. But, it
has become ever more competitive, remarks
Wiltshire. “We have noted more independent house brands being offered directly to the
schools and clubs.”
Therefore, the keys to success in the schools
and club markets are service, delivery and
quality, maintains Ferreira.

Average import Rand value per ball
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Team sport ball sizes
Netball
Special size
Mini/junior (U10)

4

400
350

Rugby

Soccer

4.5 (women)

1 (skills)

3

3

Primary school

5

4

4

Adult/ high school

5

5

5

Match ball
circumference

69-71 cm

Match ball weight

400-450g

Volleyball Water polo
1 (splash)
2 (U14 girls)
63-65cm
198 - 227 g 3
4 (women & U14 boys)
5 (men)

74-77 cm (2368-70 cm 65-67 cm
30 cm length)
410-460g

410-450g 260-280g

68-71 cm (5)
65-67 cm (4)
400-450g
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200
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100
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0
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The graphs show how the number of balls imported
and the average import price correlate: when the
price is higher (e.g. 2014 FIFA World Cup year and
2016 Nenegate Rand year) the number of balls imported drop, and vice versa. Source: DTI Trade Statistics.
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Get to know your team balls
A quick-reference ABC guide to some of the inflatable team ball brands available in Southern Africa
adidas for World Cup
From the start of the World Cups, FIFA
appointed adidas as its official supplier
of World Cup balls. The unique feature
of the adidas Telstar 18, the official ball
for the World Cup in Russia in June this
year, is a high-tech NFC integrated chip,
which enables fans to access content
via smartphones and interact with other
fans.
This is similar to the NFC chip adidas
built into some footwear and clothing
lines that sends content and information
about new products to consumers.
The retro-look of the ball harks back
to the first adidas Telstar ball developed
for the 1970 Mexico World Cup. The thermally bonded, seamless, surface is designed to ensure good ball control and
reduce water absorption.
Apart from performance, factors taken
into account with the development of
the ball were longevity and sustainability, with recycled materials used in the
packaging.

Canterbury for Varsity rugby
Canterbury has invested heavily in the
research and production of the CCC ball
range, says Evert Ferreira of Brand ID.
“We are also very price aware.”
Canterbury is the official ball for the
colourful Varsity Cup and Shield, as well
as the Varsity 7’s tournaments, whose
fun and razzmatazz matches are also
popular with TV viewers.

Conti for water polo

Since it was founded in 1969, Conti has become known globally as a supplier of quality water polo balls, although its balls are
also approved by FIBA and FIFA. As a water polo specialist, it developed a blended
compound of long lasting rubber for perfect
grip and a tacky feeling in the water, which
becomes even more tactile after being in
the water. Conti is locally distributed by
Opal Sports.

Gilbert for all rugby and netball

Gilbert WC ball has a taste of Japan
THE DESIGN of the Gilbert match ball, which will be
used in the 2019 Rugby World Cup, is strongly influenced by host country Japan. It features a fractal spiral pattern, which ends in a polygonal representation
of the sun on the tip of the ball, which provides a
clear reference for players when the ball is rotating.
The design also features traditional Japanese patterns amongst the geometric shapes.
The pattern edges are framed by darker colours to
create a contrast between the graphics and the rest
of the ball, which allows the player to see the ball
with more ease.

For more years than what some retailers
have been in business, Gilbert has been the
official SARU rugby ball, which means it has
to be used for all games planned under the
auspices of the national federation. It has
also been the official World Rugby ball for
about just as long.
Gilbert will again supply the ball for the
2019 World Cup in Japan (see box). Retailers can enquire from local distributors
Leisure Holdings about the availability of
replica balls.
World Rugby has also announced that Gilbert will again supply the official match ball
for the Women’s Rugby World Cup 2021, as
well as the 2023 Rugby World Cup.
At the 2017 Craven Week SA Rugby also
officially endorsed Gilbert’s full match ball
range, from the Match XV and Barbarian
official SA Rugby match balls, to the Photon (official club rugby match ball), Vapour
(schools rugby matches age 16-19) and Dimension (official entry level To p32

Pat Wiltshire Sports (Pty) Ltd
Exclusive agent and distributor
Tel: +27 11 466 1800/1/2 info@pwsports.co.za www.pwsports.co.za
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ABC of ball brands cont from p30
match ball for schools and clubs).
Gilbert will also be the official ball supplier
of other World Rugby premier 15s tournaments
like the World Rugby U20 Championship and
Trophy and the World Rugby Pacific Challenge.
The brand also supplies balls for key World
Rugby development programmes, such as the
Get Into Rugby mass participation programme.
“We are looking forward to launching our
new Rugby World Cup collection over the coming months in the run up to Japan 2019, culminating in the unveiling of our new match ball,”
said global marketing director Richard Gray.
Gilbert has also extended this association
to netball: it is the official ball supplier to SA
Schools Netball as well as the official supplier
of the official ball for the Netball World Cup.
Spectra is Gilbert’s official netball ball for
high school matches, and Pulse for primary
schools and entry level high school games.

Medalist for all
De Wet Sports supplies team balls for most
sporting codes at a range of price points under
their Medalist label. There is a wide selection
to choose from in their colourful ball ranges,

predominantly aimed at the schools and clubs
market. Retail prices, for example, vary from
an affordable R100-200 for netball balls, to
around R300 for the international quality
Destiny ball with a water-repellant grip and
Aeroflight technology. Entry level rugby balls
retail for under R100, while an international
quality ball with Aeroflight technology sells for
around R300.
They also supply handy ball carry nets and
eco-bags that are ideal for clubs and schools.

Mikasa for the Olympics
Mikasa is a very well established and respected
international brand that has just recently celebrated its 100th anniversary. “The company
has pioneered wound ball technology around
the world and continues to manufacture the
highest quality, Japanese technology balls for
team sports,” says local distributor Nick Wiltshire of Pat Wiltshire Sports.
The tough, scuff-resistant outers Mikasa is
known for is especially prized by soccer clubs
playing on hard, grassless surfaces.
Locally, Mikasa enjoys a working relationship with Volleyball South Africa as well as

Swimming South Africa (for waterpolo) and we
strive to offer the finest products in the world
to our domestic market,” says Wiltshire.
Mikasa has been the official volleyball supplier of the Olympic Games since the 1964 Tokyo Games and also became the official beach
volleyball supplier of the 1996 Atlanta Games.
Mikasa is also the official game ball of all
men’s and ladies FiVB indoor volleyball and
beach volleyball events around the world.
“We are very excited that beach volleyball
is one of the sporting codes at the 2018 Gold
Coast Commonwealth Games,” he says. “The
beach volleyball event is to be hosted on Coolangatta Beach, which is known for its worldclass surfing breaks and iconic skyline, and Mikasa will be the official game ball of choice.”
Since the 1980 Moscow Games Mikasa has
been the official Olympic waterpolo ball and
it is also the official game ball of all men’s and
ladies FiNA International events around the
world.

Spalding for volley- and basketball
The American sporting goods company Spalding was founded 142 years ago as a baseball
bat and ball manufacturer by two baseball
players. When a ball for a new sport, vol-
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Blowing the whistle on
hockey and schools netball

leyball, was needed at the end of the 19th
century, founder William Morgan approached
Spalding to make a specific ball.
Spalding soon expanded into various other
sporting goods, including cycling. Nowadays,
it is mainly known as a ball manufacturer, specially basketballs. It has been the official ball
supplier of the NBA for decades.
But it also makes a variety of other balls for
team sports such as volleyball, water polo,
softball and baseball.
Spalding is distributed in South Africa by Leisure Holdings.

STAR for schools and clubs
The strength of the STAR range of team balls
they supply to the local market is that they offer good value for money, says Patrick Frank of
the local distributor W.E.T. Sports Importers.
The STAR soccer, rugby, netball, volleyball
and hockey balls are predominantly aimed at
the schools and clubs market.
“While they are often good enough to be used
as match balls, it is more often the practice or
junior league ball of choice,” he explains. “We
have spent many years trying to understand
our place in the market, namely that when it
comes to match balls, the bigger name brands
that are used in the professional leagues

around the world, are more sought after.”
Instead, they focused on service delivery to
the mass market.
“The secret to success with selling our range
of balls is understanding our customers’ needs
and going out and sourcing the right product
that will retail at the right price, says Frank.”

Summit for Australian know-how
For more than 25 years Summit Sport have
been growing its footprint, especially with the
supply of team balls, globally. The Australian
brand, founded in 1991, still develop and design products in Australia for a wide range of
sporting codes — rugby (Union and League),
soccer, netball, volleyball and basketball for
all levels of the game.
In South Africa the brand is especially known
for supplying rugby balls for club and school
games and especially the top end Evolution ,
offered at a good price, is much sought after.
It features a four-layer combination of polyester and cotton lining with special polymers
to assist in shape retention and energy return
and new chemicals impregnated in the outer
casing provides an unique gridlock gripping
system.
Summit Sport’s products are locally available from Opal Sport.

THE FOX40 range of whistles has
been endorsed as the exclusive and official whistle of
South African Schools and
South African National
Hockey from the 1st
February 2018.
The Fox 40
Classic CMG
Fingergrip
whistle has been
endorsed as the exclusive
and official whistle
of South African
Schools Netball.
“We are extremely proud of
these
endorsements and believe
that it will go a
long way to ensure
the growth and
consistency of play
and officiating of
netball and all
levels of hockey,”
says local distributor Nick Wiltshire of Pat Wiltshire Sports.
From the top: Sonik Blast CMG, part of the
Fox40 range used by hockey; the Classic CMG
Fingergrip used by Schools Netball and the Classic CMG packaged.
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Usain Bolt laces up for
a game with Mamelodi
Sundowns in Johannesburg. Photo: Dominic Barnardt for PUMA.

team
sport:

What
players
want in

boot

uppers

T

eam boots are often so attractive
that they could just as well have
been worn as fashion items. But,
even the most functional performance boot follows certain trends
— especially where the upper materials and
cosmetics are concerned.
Just as in lifestyle footwear, performance
boot materials, designs and colours go in and
out of fashion. The modern, brightly coloured,
lightweight rugby boot certainly bears little
resemblance to the clunky high-cut leather
clod-hoppers of a century ago.
We’ve asked sport retailers to give us a
heads-up on what is currently in or out of fashion in soccer, rugby and hockey boots, based
on what their customers prefer.

Soccer boot preferences
Most soccer players prefer a boot with a synthetic upper, say 62% of the retailers who responded to our survey.
“Customers prefer boots with the better
quality synthetic uppers because they are durable and can be used in wet weather,” says
Roaldo Gabriel of Studio 88. “Everyone is
shopping price at the moment and that’s the
best-priced material.”
Synthetic uppers are popular among customers who cannot afford the top of the range
boots, because they often look similar to more
expensive leather boots, adds Lambros Koutsoudis of Footballer and Sport in Port Elizabeth. “However, we tend to get a lot of returns on this type of boot as some of them are
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not as durable as the higher quality boots,”
he cautions.
Besides, customers don’t have much of a
choice because that is the material most manufacturers nowadays use to produce boots, adds
Bruce Fontaine of Des Fontaine Sports in Klerksdorp. “In my store 99% of stock is synthetic.”
Synthetic uppers have many benefits, say
retailers who responded to our survey. “It is
because it is lightweight, comfortable and is
what the soccer stars are wearing,” explains
Hassan Mahomedy of Mahomedys Club Stores
in Durban. “Most customers like (good) looks
and boots from this material usually look the
nicest,” says Mike Scott of Brockett’s Sports
in Uitenhage.
There are, however, customers who prefer
leather, say 31% of the respondents. “My
customers like the smell and feel of leather,”
says Mohammed Timol of Charmers Sportswear
in Durban, who adds “I have 99.9% black
trade”.
Waseem Mangera of Solly’s Sport Shop in Lenasia agrees: “the leather is longer lasting and
the quality superior to the other materials. It
also matches their (customers’) playing conditions better. Synthetic's popularity is more for
the look than anything else, because youngsters want a boot that stands out.”
Then there are those who specifically ask
for kangaroo leather (say 23%), like Christmas
Dumezwehi from Kloppers in Bloemfontein:
“Customers are going for the cosmetics more
than anything else.”
Soccer players prefer a snug/glove-like fit,

report 38% of the respondents. This is because
a snug fitting boot provides a better feel of
the ball on the boot, explains Michael Bester
of Brian Bands Sport. Leather uppers stretch
quite a bit and customers therefore prefer a
snug fit when they buy the boot to accomodate the extra stretch, adds Dumezwehi.
There are, however, customers who prefer
an upper that enables unrestricted movement, because “when running your feet swell
up and players don’t want something tight
that causes discomfort,” Mangera found.
Soccer players still prefer symmetrical laces,
say 62% of retailers — although 38% report that
their customers ask for off-centre lacing.
Symmetrical laces won't come loose during
play, say Dumezwehi. “The fit of the boot with
the conventional lacing system suits people
better,” adds Jaap Engelbrecht of Somerset
Sport in Somerset West. “It laces both sides
evenly and gives a more comfortable fit.”
Although off-centre lacing is still a popular
request, many customers are going back to
wearing the normal symmetrical style, qualifies Fontaine.
Soccer players prefer the off-centre/asymmetrical laces, as the laces don’t interfere
when striking the ball, Koutsoudis found. As
Bester explains: “There is more space for kicking the ball.”
“This lacing system also tends to give the
boot a more snug/glove-like feel.”
And don’t forget that off-center laces are
fashionable, points out JP Schoeman of Pêrel
Sport in Paarl. Customers want to mimic the
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Fashions in soccer, rugby and hockey boots are constantly changing. We
asked some retailers what are popular boot features with their customers
look of the famous soccer stars on the field
with off-centre laces, confirms Mahomedy.
Low-cut soccer boots are preferred by their
customers, say 62% of respondents, because
they are more affordable. “Customers are not
going to buy a R999 boot because of the design, they take the entry level boots with a
low-cut design, which will retail for R599 or
R699,” Gabriel experienced.
This cut fits more comfortably and doesn't
interfere with a players' ankles. “They cause
less ankle twisting,” says Dumewhezi.
There are, however, customers who do prefer a boot with built-in sock, report 15% of
respondents, mainly because it is fashionable
says Schoeman. “They see that in the boots
that Ronaldo or Messi are wearing and aspire
to that,” adds Mahomedy.
Soccer players like colour, say 70% of the retail respondents.
“Customers prefer bright colours and just
don’t like black boots,” explains Scott. “Bright
boots are also more visible on the field.”
According to Mahomedy “it's mostly colour,
colour, colour” that players want. “Some
schools do require students to wear black
boots, but social and club players want colour.”
There are, however, relatively few school
soccer leagues (see article p24) and most
school-age soccer is played at clubs.
His sales ratio will be about 70% colour and
30% black — and the colour must be “as bright
as possible because parents want to see their
kids stand out on the field,” Fontaine found.
There are, however, dissenting voices. “Four
to five years ago there was a massive call for
colour and all the major brands brought out
coloured boots. The fashion trend is now more
back to basics and for us black and white options do really well,” qualifies Gabriel. “Customers are going back to basics and want the
classic kit look.
Timol has a more practical explanation:
“Black boots are more popular because they
require less cleaning.” His customers, however, also buy coloured boots, with yellow and
green as the most popular.
Engelbrecht’s customers have a further condition: while they prefer predominantly black
boots, they like to have some colour accents.
The colour preference also depends on the
customers’ age, Mangera reports. “The younger crowd prefer colourful stuff — the neon colours are popular — but the older guys prefer
black and basic colours.

Rugby boot choices
In contrast to soccer players, rugby players
are more partial to kangaroo leather uppers
(say 56% retailers) than synthetics. A third say
their customers prefer synthetic or full-grain
leather uppers, while about a fifth report that
their customers like their rugby boots in calfskin leather.
“It is because kangaroo leather lasts longer

than synthetics,” explains Dumezwhezi.
“These materials give a softer feeling on the
foot and offer more durability than others,”
adds Bester. Plus, they are light and comfortable, adds Riaan Boshoff of Topsport in Vryheid.
Price is also a factor. “In my store anything
under R1 000 sells, but anything over you have
to convince a bloke to buy,” says Scott.
There are, however, rugby players who prefer synthetic uppers — especially the better
quality materials, Schoeman qualifies.
And the big, heavy, rugby players want
a wider fit in their boots to provide a more
comfortable fit, say 78% of the respondents.
“Props and hookers have broad feet,” points
out Bester. “Rugby players just generally have
wider feet compared to soccer players.”

Everyone is shopping price
at the moment and quality synthetic is the bestpriced upper material
“The North West is well-known for broader
feet, children still go to school barefoot in
most parts, and therefore when they play rugby they prefer shoes that don't hug the foot
too tightly,” explains Fontaine. “Where we
stay in Paarl and the rural areas where I do
business, customers' feet are much wider than
in Belville or the Northern suburbs, because
the children go to school barefoot and therefore their feet are wider,” Schoeman agrees.
The traditional symmetrical lacing system
works best for rugby players, because they
find it more comfortable, say most retail respondents (78%).
“It depends on the position though: backline
players who kick a lot will want off-centre for
more kicking space and front rows who don’t
kick won’t mind a symmetrical lacing system,”
says Bester.
The kickers in a rugby team will often ask
for off-centre/asymmetrical laces as the laces
don’t interfere when striking the ball, agrees
Koutsoudis. “This lacing system also tends to
give the boot a more snug/glove-like feel.”
Low-cut boots are also favoured by rugby
players, say 67% of the retail respondents —
although high/mid cut rugby boots are almost
non-existent nowadays, points out Koutsoudis.
And they are lighter, adds Engelbrecht.
“It's a fashion thing,” believes Fontaine.
“Customers want what the star players are
wearing on TV. Back in the day the popular
rugby players were wearing boot-type styles
and customers wanted that, now the players on TV are wearing what looks like shoes,
therefore customers also want low cut boots.”
Coloured rugby boots are also popular — but,
to a lesser extent than in soccer, because
schools often dictate that players wear black.

“Most customers are from senior school level
and these schools prefer black,” says Schoeman. “This is because they can then use polish
to clean the shoe. The polish or dubbin also
helps with the durability of the shoe.”
His rugby customers prefer colours like yellow, lime, red, in addition to black in their
rugby boots, says Dumezwehi.

Hockey boot fashion
Most hockey players realise that they should
wear a hockey-specific shoe in order to avoid
injuries, say 90% of the retail respondents. But,
at school level parents often can only afford to
buy one shoe for all purposes, says Grant Steyl
of Kloppers Bloemfontein, with the result that
they sell about 70% hockey specific and 30%
trail running shoes to hockey players.
“Trail running shoes are multi-purpose and can
be used for casual, running and hockey purposes,” Fontaine explains why trail running
shoes are often bought by hockey players.
About half his hockey playing customers buy
trail running shoes, agrees Engelbrecht. “The
ratio for hockey-specific shoes has improved.
Previously, trail running shoes were more popular because they were more comfortable, but
hockey shoes have been upgraded and are now
as popular as trail running shoes. Hockey boots
are also very fashionable and youngsters want
to show off their brand of boots.”
“Most customers play on astro turf and prefer hockey boots,” says Schoeman. “Those that
play hockey on turf fields at primary school
level may, however, use soccer boots because
they offer better grip in wet conditions.”
Generally, the more serious hockey players
prefer the hockey shoe, says Alan and Di Paton
of The Hockey Shop. “Junior hockey players
are, however, purchasing affordable shoes as
the hockey boot has become unaffordable to
many families.”
Soccer boots should never be worn on astro
turf, because they tear up the artificial surface, cautions Mike Brown of Online Sport.
Like their soccer counterparts, hockey players also predominantly buy shoes with synthetic uppers, say 70% of the respondents.
That is because “these boots can be used for
both field and astro turf hockey,” says Koutsoudis. Synthetic uppers prevent water from
the astro entering the shoe, adds Brown — and
for the same reason leather or textile uppers
are not suitable.
“Although many customers want synthetic or
mesh material uppers, it differes depending
on the conditions the customer will be playing
in and the surface they will be playing on,”
says Steyl.
Hockey players want a snug/glove-like fit say
half of the retail respondents. Although this
depends on their gender: girls like a snug fit,
but boys a wider fit, says Schoeman.
But, a too snug fit can damage the toe nails,
Brown warns. He recommends a shoe that is
To p37
wide and 1 or 1/2 size bigger
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Winter team sport

Can hockey grow new markets?

I

f you were to rank South Africa’s favourite sports in order of popularity,
hockey wouldn’t make the top three. If
you judged it by participation at school
level, hockey doesn’t even make the
top five. Yet, in many sports retailers hockey
will top the sales table.
According to statistics from the Department
of Sport and Recreation (SRSA), around 9% of
schools (both primary and senior) in South Africa offer hockey as a school sport. But, while
those numbers might sound small, it has been
one of the fastest growing sports in the country for a few years now.
A Sports Trader survey from last year, for example, found that almost half (49%) of schools
who responded to the survey had more boys'
hockey teams compared to five years ago.
But, while the sport has been rapidly growing
non-traditional market share among boys and
Afrikaans schools where it is a faily new sport,
it lags exposure in disadvantaged communities.
As is the case with many of South Africa’s
sports, facilities remain the biggest barrier
to entry. Schools in rural and disadvantaged
communities simply do not have the funding
resources to construct astro turfs. Teams form
poorer areas having to travel far to practice,
or play their home games, is not unusual.

Langa’s hockey heroes
But there is hope. Langa Hockey club is at the
forefront of finding a way to engage aspiring
black players, even if the club did not have its
own astro facility until 2014.
Last year, the men’s and women’s teams won
promotion and Lungile Tsolekile, who plays for
the club and has 105 caps for South Africa, has
seen a steady increase in interest — both from
Langa and surrounding areas. “I’ve seen a shift
in how people respond to Langa hockey’s success. We go out in Langa and we’re recognised
as the hockey guys and girls. I get messages on
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Facebook asking me when we train — people
from Khayelitsha, Gugulethu. And I encourage
those who want to join to come train with us,”
Tsolekile says.
His enthusiasm about hockey and its potential is infectious. “I don’t believe in creating
obstacles. When players ask me about challenges from transport to money, I tell them
we’ll find a way.”
Booming interest is one thing, retaining players is another. While a huge drop off usually
comes after school, Tsolekile says he notices a
big drop off between the ages of 15-18, with
reasons ranging from something as simple as

We go out in Langa and
we’re recognised as the
hockey guys and girls
a change of interest, to the grim realities of
drugs and gangsterism.
For those players who want to continue
playing after school — and do so in conjunction with earning a living elsewhere — he has
seemingly taken it upon himself to ensure the
club’s participation does not drop.
“If a guy is working somewhere and still
wants to play hockey, I will call his manager
and ask him to arrange his shifts so that he can
be available to play. Every single time, managers will be accommodating. The player might
be too scared to ask, but I ask because I want
to make sure players get the opportunities,”
he explains.
Coaching is another challenge, but not for a
lack of will. Lungile says that there are many
volunteers who want to coach, but struggle to
obtain their qualifications because courses are
not offered in languages other than English.
But not everyone is so upbeat. Langa's chairman, Lunga Tsolekile is less upbeat and says

that not much is being done to promote the
sport in poor communities.
“I think it’s a disgrace that 30 years after
the first black club was established you still
look to just Langa and Khayelitsha players.
We have over ten townships that remain untapped. There is just no will from the authorities to go into these townships and introduce
the sport,” he says.
He adds that Langa HC, started in 1988 by
the late Bob Woolmer, remained the only
black hockey club in the Western Cape for
over 20 years. Khayelitsha HC became the
second, but Lunga says it was not an initiative
of the Western Province Hockey Union or the
South African Hockey Union.
“It was started by a dedicated lady called
Gloria Baartman, a player who lived and
learnt her hockey in Langa, but had moved to
Khayelitsha. She single handedly started with
a few boys and old sticks. Only after seeing
the progress she made the authorities jumped
on the bandwagon,” Lunga says. “There is just
no will from the authorities to go into these
townships and introduce the sport.”

Hockey SAs grassroots plan
Hockey SA, though, is singing a different tune.
In 2017, it launched a plan to promote and
grow the sport from grassroots level, focusing on primary schools across the country. Still
in its pilot phase and run by former educator
and hockey player Gary Dolly, the programme
combines the teaching of basic sport skills
with the requirements of the national school
curriculum.
The aim is to grow participation at primary
school level by 100 a year. And this programme
is not bothered by lack of facilities.
"Over many years we never penetrated any
new areas because of lack of facilities in certain communities," Dolly told the Herald last
year. “But this approach enables us now to go
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Over the past few years hockey has
grown well among non-traditional players like boys and in Afrikaans schools.
But, can it now take the next step by
growing in disadvantaged communities? asks ANTOINETTE MULLER

into any school where there is a smooth surface, such as a class
room or a school hall, to introduce hockey as a fun activity.”
They try and piggyback onto the physical education classes
teachers have to provide, asking teachers to promote skills like
hitting and striking a ball on a smooth surface. A stick and ball is
therefore the only equipment needed as each school would have a
smooth surface, for example in the school hall.
SA Hockey hopes that the approach will be adopted by the Department of Education, as well as the Department of Sport to help
boost exposure to the sport to help them reach their goal (see
p32). The pilot programme is currently focussing on Port Elizabeth
with 24 schools, mostly from disadvantaged areas, taking part.
But the sport’s governing body admits that the drop off rate after
school remains one of its biggest challenges. That is evident in the
number of players: there are over 100 000 players at school level
and around 11 000 in the club system.
If even a fraction of those players are retained, it would be a
huge boost to South Africa’s talent pool — and organically aid
transformation at national level in the long-term.
For Langa Hockey Club’s Lungile, though, there is a simple answer to the lack of players of colour in the national set-up. “Right
now, the South African team is not doing too well. We’re not in the
top ten. What’s the worst that can happen if we take ten black
kids, pair them with some older guys and stick with them for the
next eight years? Look at Argentina who won the Olympics in 2016.
They followed that model of consistency.”
For SA Hockey, it’s about the grassroots development and Dolly
hopes to pick the fruits of grassroots development not just on the
field, but off field too. “I believe that we will be able to increase
our base of players and it will also have a massive impact in terms
of the social cohesion and countering the social ills that are bedevilling our community at the moment,” he said.

Hockey boots cont. from p35

than normal to give some relief on the toe nails.
“A low cut design is preferable as hockey players need to have
ankle space for the shin/ankle guards,” say the Patons. The fitting
is generally a comfortable fit with the junior players often purchasing for growth.
And hockey players like bright colours on their feet say the retailers. “The manufactures have brought out some amazing colour
combos,” say the Patons. “We have found that again there is a
mixed bag, as some schools prefer a black or a plain colour, as opposed to the bright colour.” Club hockey and above players often
prefer the brighter the better.
“Bright colours are popular, which is also partly why some hockey
players prefer trail running shoes,” Engelbrecht. “Not as colourful
as soccer, just blue and regular tones,” Schoeman differs. “Schools
don’t allow colourful shoes because on the field it causes confusion
as the balls for hockey are also different colours.”
Hockey players are slightly more conservative than soccer players and won’t necessarily look for bright colours, but colours are
still more popular than black, says Fontaine.
“Any colour, as long as it is not white,” adds Bester. “Last season
pink and blue for girls and blue and orange for boys have been
popular. “The brighter the better. Customers don't buy a particular
colour, but rather what is attractive to the eye,” Steyl found.
That is, if the school does not insist on black.

From the captain’s chair

RASSIE PIETERSE, multi-team
captain and goalkeeper, is upbeat
about the future of the sport in the
country. The veteran player believes the establishment of the HPL
has played a huge
part in helping grow
the sport.
With over 100
caps for his country,
many of them as
captain of the men’s
national team, plus
as captain of twotimes Hockey Premier League champions the Crossroads
Baropeng Cavemen,
and in between captaining provincial and club teams,
he has a good understanding of
what is happening in local hockey
on all levels.
On the plus side “you see more
and more hockey on TV,” he says.
“SuperSport has done a great job
for the sport in South Africa. Televising games also has a knock-on
effect on the quality of hockey.
Players can now see replays to
help improve their game. These
are the things we never saw back
in the day.”
As global general manager of
TK Hockey he gets an overview of
hockey growth across the world
and he believes hockey is growing
more in South Africa than in other
countries in the world.
But despite the growth, the sport
remains amateur and earning a liv-

ing as a player in South Africa is
impossible. Even the country’s national team members cannot play
professionally.
Our teams also struggle to regularly play against
quality opposition
due to the travel
cost involved, explains Pieterse. That
is why players who
can afford to, play
for European professional clubs.
Provincial teams —
and lower — have to
fork out form their
own pockets when
playing in interprovincial and other tournaments.
This lack of funding support is a
big deterrent for players from disadvantaged backgrounds who want
to play hockey beyond school level.
Transformation in hockey — or
the lack thereof — has been raised
as an issue by both SRSA as well as
SASCOC.
South Africa did not send a hockey team to the 2016 Rio Olympics
— chiefly because they did not
view continental qualification of
high enough standard to warrant
the expense. But the Olympic body
also raised concerns about the absence of black African players in
the squad. Fairly representative
teams will travel to the 2018 Commonwealth Games in April, but the
demographic of the national teams
will no doubt come under scrutiny.

Grays official ball for SA Hockey plus schools
The South African Schools Hockey Association (SASHOC) has endorsed the
Grays hockey ball range as their official balls, joining the SA Hockey Association (SAHA), which endorsed the Grays balls for official match play
and practice.
The Astrotec match ball is the official SAHA match ball, while the Grays
SA Schools Match Dimple joins the SAHA Practice Dimple as the official
practice balls.
“Grays submitted the technical specifications of their hockey ball
range, and we are comfortable that the balls exceed the minimum required standards to improve and ensure quality of play,” says Russell Domingo, President of the SA Schools Hockey Association (SASHOC). “This
further gave us the confidence required to continue our partnership and
seek areas to activate and grow together.”
He expressed the hope that the schools hockey endorsement would create consistency in play and gradually build teams and players that will
perform well in national tournaments to eventually represent South Africa.
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South African cyclists started the year on a high: Daryl Impey (left) won the Tour Down Under and the SA national road race title. Team Qhubeka Dimension Data’s
climber Nicholas Dlamini was crowned King of the Mountains in the Tour Down Under. Photo: Stiehl Photography.

SA cyclists shine
on the world stage

M

A World Tour win, a King of the Mountains jersey, hosting the opening round of
the MTB World Cup ... 2018 could hardly start better for South African cycling.
This will also be good news for cycling retailers

arch can this year just as well be
renamed the month of cycling.
Early in the month the world’s
top mountainbikers and their
support teams will be enjoying the stunning scenery around Stellenbosch
as they gather to compete in the first of eight
rounds of the UCI Mountain Bike World Cup.
“This is great news for our sport and the region,” says Cape Epic CEO Lynn Naudé. “These
races are televised live to many countries
around the world and attract significant media
attention.”
The World Cup on March 10 will be preceded
by the MTB Challenge on 3 March that launches the Lifecycle week and Expo, culminating
in the world’s biggest timed cycle road race
— the Cape Town Cycle Tour.
The Cycle Tour and MTB World Cup will overlap, allowing fans from all over the world to
sample the best of both cycling worlds.
A week later teams will depart from Cape
Town to ride 658km and climb 13 530m
through the Boland mountains to Val de Vie in
the gruelling Cape Epic stage race.
Apart from marketing and selling opportunities at the Cycle Tour Expo, big events like the
above raise awareness of the sport, which is
also beneficial to retailers.
Sales are boosted by big events like the Cape
Town Cycle Tour and Epic, says Chris Willemse
Snr, a former South African road and track cy-
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cling champion, who recently celebrated 40
years in retail — often as disruptor.
But, major international events like the Tour
de France also help grow sales. “We see this
with our internet sales (at Chris Willemse Cycles online). During that time sales of parts for
road cycles increase by about 30%,” he says.
“Big televised races do create more awareness of cycling, which translates into better
sales,” agrees Tony Impey, owner of Tony
Impey Cycles. He is a former Springbok cyclist and member of the Southern Sun M-Net
Dream Team with cycling legends like Alan van

High-profile riders will always encourage people to
buy brands, because we
will always strive for something that our heroes have
Heerden, Willie Engelbrecht, the Benekes,
and Ertjies Bezuidenhout.
To a younger generation, he is, however,
known as the father of Daryl Impey, who started the year by winning the Tour Down Under
for his pro team Orica Greenedge. This was an
announcement that he will now be a serious
contender in other major World Tour races ...
and that he might be wearing yellow in the

Tour de France for longer than the two days in
2013. He subsequently won the SA road title.
One of the reasons for a spike in sales around
big events is because people want to buy accessories and clothing associated with the
event, says Travis Browning of Greg Minnaar
cycles in Pietermaritzburg. Last year it became part of the Specialized Elite store group.
The store, which bears the name of South
Africa’s seven-times UCI Downhill MTB title
holder, also attracts MTB fans who “want to
see his bicycles, and there is lots of memorabilia here,” says Browning.
For example, to celebrate his third World
Cup title on a V10 Santa Cruz Downhill frame,
his team sponsor created a limited edition of
only 25 Minnaar V10 replica bicycles.
Big names are good for business, agrees Marnus Aucamp, general manager of Two Wheels
Trading, supplier of the Cervélo cycles used
by Team Dimension Data for Qhubeka. “Highprofile riders (and teams) will always encourage people to buy brands,” he notes. “We are
creatures who will always strive for something
that our heroes have.”
Aucamp says that Team Dimension Data for
Qhubeka has been excellent ambassadors. “In
business terms we are still a new distributor
of Cervelo. But yes, we firmly believe that we
have the opportunity to grow this brand to the
potential it has, and as mentioned, people
love products their idols have.”
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Louis Meintjes has rejoined South Africa’s Team
Qhubeka Dimension Data.

Ranked among the top 18 teams in the
world, Team Dimension Data for Qhubeka
plans to “take Africa’s team to the top step of
the podium by 2020”.
They recently re-signed Louis Meintjes, who
came eighth in the General Classification at
the 2016 and 2017 Tour de France, and seventh in the 2016 Rio Olympics.
“We believe that Louis has the potential to
stand on the top step of the podium in the
World Tour stage races — taking African cycling

development to new heights,” says team principal and former pro rider Douglas Ryder.
“African cycling has stepped up to a world
class level over the last 5 years... together, we
can!” adds Meintjes.
Our riders have indeed come a long way
since 2001 when Robbie Hunter became the
first South African to ride in the Tour de France
— and win a stage in 2007.
During the 1970’s and ‘80’s Apartheid South
Africa was barred from international cycling,
and local cyclists could only join international
teams and events under pseudonyms — and
face the possibility of being found out and
barred, like Chris Willemse.
The popular 1 600km Rapport Tour between
Cape Town and Johannesburg, kept local cycling interest alive. Some of the big names of
the time became national heroes, especially
during the three-week generous coverage of
the event by the Sunday paper.
“I remember how popular road cycling became in South Africa during the days of the
Rapport Tour, and how many new sporting heroes were born,” says Willemse, who was a top
contender in the tour.
Our pariah status changed after the South
African democratic elections in the 1990s,
which meant that international cyclists could
legitimately ride in local events, and South Africans could join international teams.
Dimension Data is South Africa’s first pro
cycling team — although Team Barloworld,

of which Robbie Hunter was a member, had
strong South African connections.
We have many talented riders like Nicholas
Dlamini from Capricorn Park outside Muizenberg, who became the first African to win a
King of the Mountains jersey in the U23 Giro
d’Italia and finished the 2018 Tour Down Under
as King of the Mountains.
Reinardt and Jacques Janse van Rensburg
and Jaco Venter have also had the chance to
ride in the Tour de France. They are among
the nine South Africans who are members of
the Team Dimension Data for Qhubeka squad.
But, forming and maintaining a professional
team, requires a lot of money and organisational power. Ryder, for example told Bruce
Whitfield’s The Money Show that Team Dimension Data for Qhubeka’s riders each use
three to four cycles per race, and that they go
through 2 000 bicycles and 200 sets of wheels
per year.
He also said that nine riders can drink 100
bottles of water on a hot day and that the
team requires 40 000 bottles of water annually. They buy 600-700 aeroplane tickets per
year.
Road cycling is an expensive sport, which
many people can’t afford, but thanks to Team
Dimension Data for Qhubeka 76 000 people in
underprivileged communities have received
bicycles. The team also uses international
events to highlight this project and to raise
funds to buy bicycles.
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Team SAs outlook for
Commonwealth Games
Lawn bowls, South Africa’s most successful sporting code at both the
2014 and 2010 Commonwealth Games, is well represented by registered players in all retail areas.

T

he new teamwear supplier for
the SA athletes going to the Commonealth Games in April, was announced a week after we had gone
to print — but SASCOC assured us
beforehand that it would not be a repeat of
the garments Tubby Reddy and his Hong Kong
friend sourced and supplied to team members
with a 361º label (see opposite page).
Can you guess which sporting code has been
the most successful for South Africa at the past
two Commonwealth Games (2014 and 2010)?

Most successful sport
It was a South African team from a largely
unsung sporting code that topped that code’s
medal table at both these Games. Among the
fifteen men and women who’ll be representing this code this year are several veterans
who contributed to the 7 medals (5 gold and 2
bronze) South Africa won in 2014.
A clue: the oldest South African athlete in
Team SA (aged 67) will be competing in this
code for the sixth time. Did you perhaps guess
… lawn bowls?!
With 23 593 registered league participants
from more than 500 clubs across the country
— mostly centred in the urban areas — retailers could benefit from paying more attention
to lawn bowls.
Most of the players registered with Bowls
South Africa — and note, these are not casual
players or business league players — are in
Gauteng (6 690), according to the last count in
October 2017. This is followed by the Western
Cape (5 797), KwaZulu-Natal with 4 915, East-
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Aquatics, this year represented by the most athletes in Team SA, gave us
our highest number of
medals at the 2014 Commonwealth Games
ern Cape with 2 898 and Free State with 1 152
registered bowlers.
In addition, the bowls administrators actively promote the sport among the youth and in
schools. For example, at the last Envar Buys
Tournament in Beaufort West, 31 youth teams
competed, from age group U15 up.
While the Blitzbokke also topped the medal
table in 2014, they only came third in sevens
rugby in the 2010 Games.

Most medals
Aquatics, this year represented by the most
athletes in Team SA, namely 28 (25 swimmers
and three divers) gave us our highest number
of medals last time — 12 of our total of 40.
But, South Africa was only ranked 4th on the
swimming medal table. In 2014 our swimmers
won three gold, three silver and six bronze
medals — of which Chad le Clos contributed
two gold, a silver and bronze (some were for
relays) and Cameron van der Burgh won one
gold, a silver and a bronze medal.
Last time athletics produced the second
highest number of South African medals (nine
— three gold, four silver and two bronze) and

this year we’ll be holding thumbs for the likes
of Caster Semenya, Sunette Viljoen, Akani
Simbini, Luvo Manyonga, Lebogang Shange,
amongst others, to mount the podium. Wayde
van Niekerk is unfortunately injured, but veteran hurdler LJ van Zyl hopes to add another
to his three Commonwealth medals before he
retires at the end of the season. In 2014 we
were ranked 6th on the athletics medal table.
A silver and bronze medal in triathlon gave
us a second place in this code in 2014, and this
year Richard Murray, Wian Sullwald and Olympic bronze medallist Henri Schoeman will be
expected to match, or better, this.
The eighteen cyclists in the team — which includes Tour Down Under King of the Mountains
Nicholas Dlamini (see p26) and 2014 Commonwealth Games bronze medallist Ashleigh Moolman Pasio — will also be expected to produce
at least one medal and improve on their 8th
position in 2014.
Last time two bronze medals placed South
Africa 7th on the wrestling medal table.
With a gold, silver and two bronze medals
South Africa was ranked third on the judo
medal table in 2014 … but, alas, judo has
been dropped from the Gold Coast (Australian) Games in favour of women’s sevens rugby,
beach volleyball and basketball. The Commonwealth judo championships will now be
held in India later in the year.
Although our Spar Protea netball team has
never won a medal at the Commonwealth
Games, some of the narrow losses and one
win in the Quad Series against champions Australia, New Zealand and England, might just
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Left: High Performance Centre speed walker Lebogang Shange is training in Portugal to repeat his podium
position at the Commonwealth Games. Photo Reg Caldecott. Middle: Tuks Sport’s triathlete Wian Sullwald
believes he can achieve his goal of a Commonwealth Games medal. Photo Reg Caldecott. Right: Can Luvo
Manyonga better his silver medal at the 2016 Olympic Games?

be a warning of a possible upset. Their first
challenge will, however, be to outplay either
Australia or Jamaica in Pool A to become one
of the two teams from the pool to progress
to the semi-final. The Proteas will be playing
in netball-specific footwear supplied by ASICS.
Our very representative men and women’s
hockey teams will this year include a mix of
experienced and young new players — including newcomer Siyavuya Nolutshungu, who

replaces the experienced Rassie Pieterse as
goalkeeper. Both the men’s and women’s
teams are the Africa Cup champions, but have
been hovering at #4 and #5 at the Commonwealth Games.
The men can expect strong opposition from
Australia, India, New Zealand, England and
Pakistan, while the women’s main opposition
will come from Australia, New Zealand, India
and England.
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Inflated Team SA kit deal nailed Tubby Reddy
The mysterious choice of garments with 361
Degrees branding as Team SA teamwear for
the last Olympics was one of the many nails
that closed the lid on Tubby Reddy’s reign as
CEO of SASCOC. The findings of the disciplinary committee chaired by advocate Anton
Myburgh also sheds some light on the reasons
why 361 Degrees suddenly emerged as the
official SASCOC kit supplier — namely, backrubbing and pocket-lining and some blatant
invitations to commit fraud by Don Chen, the
marketing agent in Hong Kong he dealt with.
According to the findings, Chen quoted
about R11 000 ($900) per set (note, not per
athlete) for the ill-fitting kit he supplied —
which makes one wonder how (or if) they
were approved by the 361 Degrees licensing
department.
Reddy apparently went along, even though
he should have known that he could buy a topquality set from leading international brands
comprising of a track suit, technical shorts and
t-shirt/jersey (rugby), socks and even baselayer in a retail store for R3 000 – R3 500.
And for all we know, one of the top brands
active locally might even have been prepared
to sponsor the team kit, as is customary with
any high-profile sports or events. But, we’ll
never know, because they weren’t asked, nor
were any tender bids invited.

Instead, Reddy chose to deal with Chen,
who even asked him if he should inflate the
price a bit more! These negotiations were under way in 2015, when another Chinese brand,
Erke, was still supposed to be the Team SA
sponsor.
Shortly before Team SA left for the Rio Olympics in 2016, Chen, who described himself in an
email as Tubby’s friend and partner in China,
proposed that they extend their relationship
through further SASCOC projects — which
needn’t be real projects, he added — to create opportunities and cash flow between his
agency and SASCOC.
After they were fired, Reddy, SASCOC CFO
Vinesh Maharaj, and executive manager Jean
Kelly, sent three lengthy Open Letters to all
SASCOC sports federations, inter alia, challenging the board vote, and making several
bombshell counter-accusations against board
members who voted for their dismissal. These
accusations now form the mandate of the judicial commission appointed by Minister of
Sport and Recreation, Thulas Nxesi, to investigate Alleged Irregularities/Malpractices in Governance & Management of SASCOC.
The Open Letters, however, do not dispute
Reddy’s dealings with Don Chen, or several
other guilty findings, including sending an
erotic calendar to a female employee.
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LP EmbioZ Compression Gear
available from W.E.T. Sports
021 948 8150 sales@wetsports.co.za
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Sport News

Local manufacturer expands into US market
FOR THE past thirteen years Dovetech Aquasport established itself
as manufacturer of a growing range of specialised swimming products
for the South African market. Last year, the KwaZulu Natal company
changed its name to Slipstream Sports, and expanded internationally
by opening a like-named store in the US.
The company is continuously expanding its product base by updating
and introducing new products, says owner Gary Doveton. The demand
for his products had grown to such an extent that the factory had to
move into larger premises in New Germany, Pinetown, early last year.
Gary and his son Dane, who joined the company in 2017, recently
formed Slipstream Sports LLC in California, which will sell the locally
manufactured products to the American market when it opens this
year.
Dovetech Aquasport was started in 2004 by Gary Doveton as a sole
proprietor. Originally it focused solely on manufacturing starting platforms made from composite fibre glass, but the same year it added
pace clocks to its product list.
In 2005 Dovetech also purchased its own moulds for manufacturing
wave reduction lane discs in 110mm and 150mm and started supplying
high quality wave reduction lane ropes.
“The demand for these quality products was very positive, which led
to the introduction of new products such as water polo goals and fields,
lane storage reels, etc,” says Doveton.
The US branch will also sell Slipstream’s versatile track platform with
an adjustable backstroke wedge.
In 2007 Dovetech introduced its own brand to the market called Slip-

Dane and Gary Doveton next to the starting platforms that they supplied and installed at Reddam College in Umhlanga. Photo: Slipstream

stream and started manufacturing high quality swimming goggles and
silicone caps.
They continued adding products to the Slipstream brand with more
swim training equipment like swim fins, hand paddles, kick boards and
pull buoys, as well as timing equipment such as stop watches, electronic start systems and touch pads.

Yonex’s EZONE offers enhanced sweet spot
THE EZONE tennis series features an enhanced Isometric sweet
spot, unmatched comfort and is engineered for unstoppable play,
says Yonex.
“Power up your game with the new EZONE. A further-enhanced
Isometric sweet spot extends deep into the upper section of the
racquet, resulting in the largest sweet spot in the EZONE series.”
“The new HYPER-MG technology dramatically enhances snapback
speed for explosive power even on difficult off-center shots and our
newly-designed Micro Offset Layout and Quake Shut Gel Air minimises vibration and provides unmatched comfort.”
Yonex is distributed in South Africa by Shuttle Sports.

New compression range lands in SA
“WE ARE aware that there are
many compression products already available, but the EmbioZ products from LP have such
unique features that we had to
test them on the South African
market,” says Patrick Frank from
local distributor W.E.T. Sports
Imports.
Like most compression garments, the EmbioZ delays
fatigue, increases muscular
endurance and helps to
prevent injury by speeding up recovery.
“But, the seamless design is stylish
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and comfortable, offering varying
support where you need it the
most,” he adds.
The compression socks come
with a separate double
loop ankle stabilizer to support
the heel, ankle
and Achilles.
“LP have used
the latest proprioception technology in
the Power System design
of the long sleeve shoulder
support, arm sleeve, as well
as the mens’ and ladies’ tights.”
See advert on p41
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A wide and welcoming entrance encourages customers to
explore the spacious
interior of the new
Somerset Sport.
Left: cycling, skateboarding and a wide
range of technical
footwear caters for
the needs of a variety
of customers.
Right: they stock all
categories and levels
of fishing equipment.

Somerset Sport just keeps growing

N

Somerset Sport has outgrown their previous store and moved to bigger premises.
NICOL DU TOIT explains what has made them so successful over the past 24 years

early a quarter century after
they opened their first store in
Somerset Mall, Jaap Engelbrecht and Dirk Wessels continue to
dominate the sport retail scene
in Somerset West. And while some people
keep on predicting the death of the independent sports retailer, they proved the opposite
when they recently moved their Somerset
Sport store to new premises outside the Mall,
because they were offered more space.
They needed the bigger premises to accommodate their exceptionally wide range of
products, which has been a Somerset Sport
hallmark since 1994 when the brothers-in-law
opened their store in the new Somerset Mall.
This is because they believe that should you
not stock a product that a customer needs,
you not only lose that sale to a competitor,
but you could also lose the customer to him.
The other principle that contributed to their
success is the belief that the owners need to
be on the floor — not only to measure customers’ needs or reassure them that their inter-

ests are being looked after, but also because
this ensures a more personal shopping experience for customers who’ll always return because they regard the owners as friends.
This customer-centricity is apparent in the
new store’s layout. From the moment you enter the welcoming and well-branded entrance,
you clearly see the pay point, positioned so
that customers don’t have to search for it.
Inside, the branding on the ceiling dominates
the store and is visible from everywhere, to
guide customers to the different sections.
The centre of the store is devoted to equipment for a variety of sports — including skateboarding and cycling. Although tennis is a difficult market with coaches doing a lot of direct
selling, they still stock a wide range of brands
and price points, says Engelbrecht.
Situated in a coastal town, they carry a good
selection of water sport equipment like kayaks and most surfing brands. Years ago they
had a separate surf store, but that product
category has since been incorporated into the
main store.

Fishing remains a dominant product category and the section showcases a wide range of
equipment and brands for all types of fishing,
from entry level to highly technical.
Previously they had stocked fashion lifestyle
clothing and footwear, but they now only carry technical apparel and shoes, of which they
feature a good number of brands.
The third pillar of their success is competitive pricing — despite competing against several chain stores in the immediate vicinity
who buy stock at discounts.
Before opening Somerset Sport, Engelbrecht and Wessels had solid retail experience.
Wessels owned a store called Bo Peep in the
Strand and Engelbrecht had worked at Logans
for many years. They later expanded to Stellenbosch and in 2005 they opened another
branch in the Cape Gate Centre.
In 2016, after about two years’ negotiations, they decided to sell the latter store to
the Klopper family from Bloemfontein, when
the youngest brother, Dirk, wanted to open a
stand alone store in the Western Cape.

Left: Somerset
Sport only stocks
technical clothing
and footwear.
Right: Despite the
challenges of selling tennis equipment, they carry extensive ranges and
also offer a racket
stringing service.
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Holiday sales:

How the industry
experienced trading
How did sport, outdoor and lifestyle retailers experience the very busy November
to January trading period? Did the winds of change promised by the election of Cyril Ramaphosa as ANC president blow renewed confidence into consumers, or did
the transition uncertainty contribute to shopper wariness? We received some interesting responses from retailers in our annual Sports Trader holiday sales survey

I

n January this year business confidence
reached its highest level in two years,
namely 99.7 — a 3.3 index points better
than in December, when business confidence was also higher than in November. This can be attributed to Cyril Ramaphosa
winning the ANC presidency, say the South
African Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(Sacci).
And this was even before Team SAs winning
roadshow in Davos, or Goldman Sachs declared
that South Africa will be the big emerging market to watch in 2018.
“Apart from a more improved and positive
business mood, there are indications that the
pace and direction of change reflects a more
upbeat business climate,” Sacci said. “There
is the expectation that new leadership will
lead to more pragmatic and predictable business and economic policy options.”
Retailers in the sport, outdoor and lifestyle
industry who responded to our annual survey
on holiday sales, are a bit more ambivalent:
52% feel positive about trading prospects
in 2018 — but 41% are negative. The weak
economy was the main reason given by the respondents who feel negative, but the biggest
single group (36%) are positive that renewed
consumer confidence will make 2018 a great
retail year. For 8%, however, 2017 was such a
bad year that things can just improve.
“2017 was a bit better than 2016, and I hope
2018 will be even better, says Mark Kruger of
Slingervel. “But, I am still not sure that CR
(Cyril Ramaphosa) will make a difference.”
Customers were not influenced by the ANC
election at all, reported 67% of the respondents to our survey. “Sales in December are
more affected by current economic conditions
than political changes,” responded a retailer
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who wished to remain anonymous. “Our sales
come from the man on the street and he/she
can only spend what is in his pockets or what
he can borrow...
“The change in politics will have a bigger effect later when the import prices are modified
because of a stronger or weaker Rand. I am
positive the Rand will remain stronger than
it would be if the Zuma Camp had remained
(he was right -ed), so imports and thus prices
should remain constant and even drop a bit...
that would be great!”
On the other hand, 20% reported that the
election of the new ANC president influenced
their customers positively. An equal number

‘The man in the street can
only spend what is in his
pockets, or what he can
borrow. The change in
politics will have a bigger
effect later, when the import prices are modified
because of a stronger or
weaker Rand’
(10%) reported that they believe the renewed
hope of economic revival inspired their customers to spend more in late December, as
well as in January.
Sadly, the optimistic messages had not
reached most of the consumers who did their
January back-to-school and -work shopping at
sport, outdoor and lifestyle retailers.
They experienced no sales growth — or a
drop in sales turnover — in January 2018 compared to the previous year, reported 77% of

the retail respondents.
This is not good news for sport retailers who
rely on the back-to-school sales for a good
start to the year.
About a third (34%) of the respondents said
that their January tunover was about the
same, but 43% reported a sales drop of 1020%. There are, however, 24% of the respondents who experienced better sales in January
this year than last year — 8% say their sales
improved by more than 10%.
Interestingly, December sales were generally higher than in January. Nearly half (49%)
of the respondents said their 2017 sales were
higher than in 2016 — 8% reported more than
20% year-on-year sales growth — but, 46% said
their sales were lower. For 5% sales remained
the same.
This could, however, be considered a drop
in sales. “We did similar turnover to 2017,
but with inflation we should be looking to increase turnover annually,” says an anonymous
respondent.
“But, we are still thankful for our current
sales looking at the economy as a whole...the
drought also has a big effect on especially the
rural areas where we trade!” he added.
The weak economy is also blamed for the
fact that few customers spent money on
luxury or high priced items in the run up to
Christmas. Most (59%) respondents report that
customers mainly bought mid-priced functional gifts, while 21% said that most of their customers bought entry level necessities. “People
are spending less on Christmas presents and
more on vacations and food,” Kruger believes.
About 13% of respondents, however, would
agree with the respondent who commented
“branded goods at a fair price is a constant
seller.”
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Black Friday: the elephant in the room
It took South Africans about 60 years to cotton on to the American Black Friday custom
— and for some in the industry it is 60 years
too soon. It was introduced here tentatively in
2015, grew in popularity in 2016, and became
an established trend in 2017.
For many industry retailers Black Friday may
just as well be a swear word, so strong are
their feelings about this discount day.
The 28% who believe that Black Friday on
24 November had a negative impact on their
Christmas sales, will probably agree with the
retailer who commented “lower Christmas
sales had nothing to do with the ANC shenanigans, but rather the hell that is Black Friday!”
And no, he did not participate by offering
discount deals.
Several respondents agreed with Bazil Southall of Promens Menswear in Bloemfontein,
who found that his customers did all their
Christmas shopping during the discount days,
and that his November trading was therefore
better than in December, which was affected
negatively.
Another retailer, who did not participate,
found that “people hunted bargains, but
bought stuff they did not need. There was real
chaos in some stores.”
But, he will probably participate in 2018 to
get rid of unwanted stock, he added.
Of the 30% retailers who felt positive about
Black Friday, 22% said that they benefitted
from participating because it helped them to
get rid of old stock. The other 8% said that it
attracted new customers to their stores.
For the biggest group of retailers who responded, however, Black Friday was a nonevent — with 42% reporting that it had no im-

pact on their December sales and 36% saying
they did not participate.
Most of the respondents (44%) who did participate gave big discounts of more than 20%,
while 28% said they gave 15-20% discounts and
20% offered less than that.
South African retailers across all categories
are not entirely convinced that Black Friday
is such a good idea — but support is gradually
growing.
A survey conducted by the South African
Council of Shopping Centres (SACC) in 75 shopping centres during November 2017, showed
that an average of 3.2% of tenants participat-

Lower Chris t m as s ales
h ad n ot hing t o d o w it h
the ANC shenanigans,
but rather the hell that is
Black Friday!
ed in Black Friday in 2015. This grew to 21% in
2016. In small regional shopping centres the
number of tenants who participated grew 31%
from 2015 to 2016.
Black Friday obviously worked for the shopping centre management, with 71% of the responding centres reporting that they had the
highest influx of footfall year-on-year on the
day, with an average increase of up to 13% in
the month of November.
Last year, several shopping centres introduced marketing initiatives to guide customers on where to get the deals within their centres as well as offering free parking on Black
Friday. Menlyn Park, for example, distributed

10 000 branded shopping bags that contained
information on tenant’s offers and a bottle of
water. In addition, the centre ran two competitions on their social media platforms, offering shopping vouchers.
The super regional shopping centres attracted the most Black Friday shoppers, although
some small regional centres also received a lot
of support. The regional Mall of the North in
Polokwane, for example, recorded a 26% foot
count increase when compared to Black Friday in 2016. The Musgrave Centre in Durban
recorded a 23% footcount growth year on year.
East Rand Mall in Johannesburg had a footcount increase of 37% on 24 November 2017.
Westgate Shopping Centre conducted an
onsite Black Friday customer survey: 81% of
the sample of over 250 shoppers said they
would be supporting the centre’s Black Friday
promotions in 2018.

Sneaker deals popular online
But, while many brick-and-mortar stores have
not yet bought into the idea of discounting
goods shortly before the major Christmas
shopping period, online retailers love it.
According to online fashion retailer, Superbalist, they experienced the biggest trading
day in its history on Black Friday 2017 with
over 118% year-on-year growth. In pre-Black
Friday polls Superbalist conducted, participants mainly asked for sneaker deals, and on
the day, sneakers sold more than any other
category.
Takealot.com reported a record 2.2-m visits
to its site, who spent more than R87-m on the
day. A few hours after the site opened there
was a 280% year-on-year growth in visits.
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Equipment and accessory sales dropped 5.9%.
During the period they opened eight new
mrpSport stores — the 100th was opened in
September 2017 — and expanded one, which
contributed to the division’s 6.3% weighted
average space growth. Two stores were
closed during the period. Trading density is
3.5% lower at R22 294/m2.
MrpSport’s online sales grew 3.1%, but it
only constitutes 4% of its total sales.

What were the end of year
sales in listed retailers?
THE END of year trading figures of the major,
listed, retailers tell a mixed narrative.
TFG (The Foschini Group) remains on a winning streak, with their 2017 Christmas sales
31% higher than the previous year.
The group reported that its December sales
were “above management’s expectation”
following “very strong Black Friday trade on
November 24”. Cash sales from its stores in
South Africa and the rest of Africa grew 11.9%
while credit sales grew 0.6%.
At the end of last year TFG reported that
group turnover was 9.2% up (constant currency 12.6%) to a record R12.5-bn for the first six
months of the 2018 financial year.
The performance of individual divisions,
like the TotalSports, DueSouth and SportScene stores in the Sport division, is unfortunately not available.

MrpSport
sales down
MrpSport’s policy of stocking only own
brands, as opposed to well-known sports
brands, did not result in positive growth for
the sport division’s 100 stores in the 2018 financial year: sales in comparable mrpSport
stores were 4.6% down and the division’s retail sales of R644-m are only 1.5% higher than
the previous year.
According to the interim results for the financial year ending September 2017, athletic
footwear recorded the highest sales growth
(10.4%) in this division, with three athletes
running in Maxed running shoes being awarded
Comrades gold medals. Fitness drove the 3-4%
growth in apparel sold in these stores.
Outdoor apparel sales were disappointing,
the group said in their report to investors.

Edgars still disappointing
News from Edgars continues to be depressing, though: their third quarter sales in the
speciality division, which includes Edgars Active and Edgars Shoe Gallery among others,
dropped 11.4% when compared to the corresponding quarter the previous year.
Edgars’ clothings sales were 0.9% down to
R2.46-bn. Edcon group profits, however, increased 3.8% to R2-bn after they closed unprofitable stores.
“Our trading environment remains challenging as consumer demand is weak on the
back of tight credit conditions, low growth in
consumer disposable income, political uncertainty and restrictive fiscal policy,” Edcon CEO
Bernie Brookes said.
Holdsport is now part of the Long4Life reporting cycle (see p8), with the next results
only available after the end of their financial
year on February 28th.

American footwear shoppers prefer brick ‘n mortar shopping to online
THE 2017 Holiday Shoe Sales Survey by the
FDRA (Footwear Distributors and Retailers
of America) last year revealed how American consumers planned to approach their
footwear shopping over the holiday season.
While the respondents aren’t local, it’s interesting to see how they think, especially
since some of our consumers will might have
similar habits.
More Americans planned on buying footwear instore than online during the holiday
period, the survey shows. More than half
(61%) of American respondents planned on
buying footwear in a physical store.
This would have been reassuring for physical
stores, which are constantly being told that
online is the only way to go with doomsday
predictions of the death of brick and mortar.
In fact, it was only in the 18-29 year age
group that more respondents said they
would be buying online. From the ages 30
and up, the majority of respondents planned
to buy their footwear instore over the holiday period.
Of those who planned to shop online, almost half (48%) planned to head to Amazon — but 19% wanted to buy on a specific
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brand’s site, 14% on a specific
retailer’s site, and 11% on online sale sites.
More than a third (34%) of
respondents wanted to buy
casual sneakers or other leisure
footwear. This is the second
year that this kind of footwear
is the most popular among respondents. In second place was
performance sneakers (22% of
respondents), followed by fashion or winter boots (19%), and dress shoes
(heels, flats or men’s Oxfords) at 18%.
It’s not only in South Africa that wallets
are getting flatter: the Americans surveyed
reported that cost (34%) and need (32%)
would be the most important factors when
buying footwear during the holiday season.
In the 2016 survey, 41% of respondents rated
cost the most important, but only 15% said
need is the most important.
It’s been shown that consumers often do
their research before buying products: 45%
of the survey’s respondents said they do this
while shopping in stores, 32% used retailers’
websites, and only 3% used social media to

do research.
The survey
also showed
that print
isn’t dead:
12% of the
respondents
planned to
use printed
media
(magazines
and newspapers) for
research
purposes.

news

Gear imported in time for
the Xmas and January sales
BASED ON the principle that you can’t sell
it if you haven’t got it, a look at the sport
equipment and fishing gear imported during the third quarter of 2017 will give an
indication what local distributors believed
would sell well during the holiday period.
The information is based on import statistics supplied by the Department of Trade
and Industry (DTI).
The value of sporting goods and fishing
equipment imported into South Africa
during the third quarter of this year tell
a mixed tale: sporting equipment was 4%
higher than the corresponding period in
2016 (R10-m more), but fishing equipment
imports was 6% lower (R3.7-m down).
However, compared to the second quarter of 2017, third quarter highs and lows
are reversed: the value of fishing equipment imported was 31% higher than in the
second quarter of this year, while the import value of sporting equipment was 11%
lower than the second quarter of 2017.
Table tennis equipment seems to be popular, with the value of equipment imported
in the third quarter of 2017 a whopping 98%
(R1.3-m) higher than the corresponding
quarter in 2016, and 27% higher than in the
second quarter of this year. This could be
due to interest sparked by the Junior World
Table Tennis Tournament held in Cape Town
at the end of last year.
While the value of tennis racket and ball
imports in Q3 2017 are 28% and 35% down
from Q3 2016, the value of other rackets
imported is 122% higher (R2-m more) compared to last year, and 37% more than in
Q2 last year.
The value of inflatable ball imports
was 11% up (R3.7-m higher) and other
balls 19% (R3.4-m higher) compared to
the same period in 2016. But, athletics
and gymnastics equipment was 19% down
(R35-m less) from the same quarter the
previous year.
Golf imports remained flattish, with the
value of clubs 4% up and balls at the same
amount when compared to Q3 2016.
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Former STAR CEO Ben la Grange (second from left) with Markus Jooste, and Tekkie Town’s Bernard Mostert
(far right) and Braam van Huyssteen.

Good results reported by Tekkie Town’s division
FINALLY, SOME good news out of Steinhoff.
Steinhoff Africa Retail (STAR’s) speciality fashion and footwear division, which includes Tekkie Town, grew revenue 19.9% and comparable store sales 12.5% in the three months that
ended 31 December.
STAR as a whole grew revenue 15.5% to
R18.4-bn in the three months ended 31 December 2017. Comparable store sales grew
8.5% in the quarter.
And that during the time that the Steinhoff
financial scandal erupted.
The speciality fashion and footwear division
is headed by former Tekkie Town general manager Bernard Mostert. Their exceptional performance “was supported by strong growth
achieved by Tekkie Town and the repositioned
retail brands,” STAR reports in a SENS release.

In comparison, the company’s Pep and Ackermans brands reported 6.3% revenue growth
and 1.9% comparable sales growth. The
stronger Rand had a deflationary effect as
lower prices were passed on to customers, the
company reports, but strong back-to-school
campaigns in January 2018 resulted in higher
comparable store sales growth of 4.9%.
In a further fall-out from the Steinhoff financials debacle, former STAR CEO Ben la Grange
resigned as non-executive director from the
board late in January. He had played an important role in establishing STAR and listing
it on the JSE, but as Steinhoff CFO he is implicated in the withdrawal of the company’s
financial statements for the past few years.
Attorney Louis du Preez has been appointed
to the board in his place.

Retail space booming
SOUTH AFRICAN shopping malls are growing in size as well as numbers as developers aim to
attract a high proportion of tenants in order to improve the centre’s consumer appeal. And in
future, they are going to become even bigger. Shopping centres in urban areas are already about
100% bigger than the centres developed in the 2000’s, and this trend will continue, predicts a
recent study by Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) Real Estate South Africa on behalf of
the South African Council of Shopping Centres (SACSC).
Despite consumer retail spending being under threat, retail stock has grown on average 17.3%
per year since 2010, with an average of 32 new centres per year. At the end of 2016, South African retail space comprised 23.4-m2.
During the second half of 2017 seventeen new shopping centres were built. According to the
researchers, this year 68 centres, comprising 1.9-m square metres, started after July 2017,
would be completed.
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Make sure your
store has a future
Times are tough for retailers, especially independents. But, if you plan right
for the future, your business can flourish, says trend forecaster Dave Nemeth.
Words: Carin Hardisty

E

veryone wants to know what the
future will hold, but the future is
now, says Dave Nemeth, a trend
forecaster and business consultant.
“The only certainty is the death of
business as we know it,” he said in a talk, The
Future of Business and Retail, held during the
ATF show in Cape Town.
“It is vital to at least understand the general direction in which things are moving,” he
advised.
In order to do this, he keeps an eye on the
bigger picture: politics, what’s going on in other industries, what the recent developments
are, etc. Factors outside of your industry also
affect your own, and these macro trends are
important in the long run, he explains.
Micro trends are less impactful, and don’t
last. Too often retailers get so hung up on the
micro trends, he says, that they forget about
long term. He names the example of fidget
spinners as a micro trend — yes, companies
made a lot of money quickly, but now it’s
barely spoken about.

Why do some designs work?
Design is very important. Retail is not all about
price, price, price, he says. “If low-cost retailers made their stores more appealing they
would sell more. Some stores still look the
same as 20 years ago!”
It’s also important that companies under-
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Experience outweighs things.
Consumers will now spend
more money on experiences
stand why they are implementing specific
designs, be it interior store design or clothing prints, for example. Too often people just
replicate what they have seen elsewhere and
identified as a trend. Consumers are going to
start rebelling against these mass-produced
designs, warns Nemeth.
Companies and designers should ask themselves the reason behind why the trend started, in order to understand it and use it correctly. He gives the example of the industrial
interior look that is seen in “every second
restaurant” after some architects started converting old industrial warehouses into living
areas.
Most companies that replicate this style are
simply copying, and become just another user
of mass-produced design.
We’re very quick to blame the economy for
bad business, but while our retailers complain
other international players are coming into
the country and being successful. He advises
retailers to ask themselves what steps you’re
taking to make your store more appealing to
consumers.
“Don’t just replicate something that doesn’t

work for you,” he warns.
Today’s affinity for vintage and hankering for
the past is a reaction to mass-production. Old
is seen as something that will last, he explains.
And this feeling is not just from the older generation: Millennials are also buying into this.
It is they who are buying vinyl records again,
he points out.

Experiences > Things
Consumers want experiences, customised
service and products. Experience outweighs
things, says Nemeth, who adds that consumers
will now spend more money on the former. You
should ask yourself what you can do to offer
something different. “How can you create experiences?”
This is one of the reasons why brick and mortar stores will never die, he predicts, citing
the example of online giant Amazon that started to open brick and mortar stores. A physical
store shouldn’t just try to replicate an online
store, he warns. Instead, think of how you can
come across as different.
He names an example of a sport store that
sells soccer boots — the store uses artificial
turf as flooring so that customers can test how
the boots will feel on the turf when they try
them on. This is a small change, but one that
stands out in addition to having a solid reason
for the design decision. “Don’t just do things
to do it; have a reason for doing things.”
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Do more of what you’re good at
Diversify! he says. How can you take what you
have and already understand, and diversify
your offering? What are you good at, and what
systems and resources are already set up in
your business that you can make use of in another way? “There are exciting times ahead
for those who think differently.”
One of the biggest fears in companies is
making a mistake, and this stops the company
from progressing — instead, it becomes stagnant. It’s especially a problem in companies
where only the voices of senior management
are heard, he says.
If you want innovation, bring in a diverse
team that can offer you different inputs — even
people from outside your industry, suggests
Nemeth, since they will have a fresh view and
aren’t bogged down with what is already being done (and might not be working). This way
of making decisions, Holacracy, is where powers traditionally reserved for executives and
managers is spread across all employees. “We
need diverse minds to innovate.”
This collection of different people will also
enable your company to take a better humancentred, empathic, approach: ask what customers currently want, as well as what they
will want, he advises.
In order to do this, you need to know exactly who your customer is. Don’t just rely on
reports and surveys from anonymous people —
these might not even be the people you actually want to reach with your product.
Remember, people change: the type of customer you identified five years ago might not
be the one buying from you today. Stop speculating and ask your customers directly what
they want. Don’t just guess.

Get the message across
You should engage with your customers, he
advises. Companies are quick to point out
how many followers they have on social media
platforms, but pushing products and specials
is not social, he emphasises. You need interaction and you need to talk to your customers
through these channels.
At the same time, be careful not to bombard
them. In this day and age consumers get the
information as soon as companies do, Nemeth
points out. Your customer is informed and on
the internet. There is so much information out
there that people feel bombarded. They are
being overstimulated and getting bored with
the same old same old.
Ask yourself how you can simplify your message, but still touch customers, he says.
What your brand is saying and doing are the
new deciding factors when it comes to making
buying decisions.
Consumers don’t have the same loyalty to
brands as they once used to. For example, it
used to be that once you’re a Merc person,
you’re always a Merc person, says Nemeth.
Now it’s about which brand attracts the consumer when he is looking to buy the product,
and which brand continues to engage him. The
message and what the brand stands for is very,
very important to today’s consumer.

Plan to help local manufacturers
A study is currently under way to determine what is
needed to help the local textile, footwear and clothing
manufacturing industries recover

A

value chain, and look at the impact of the
masterplan has been developed to
CTCIP (Clothing and Textile Competitivehelp create a better turnaround for
ness Improvement Programme) and its two
manufacturers in the South African
parts — PI (Production Incentive Programme)
RCTFL (Retail, Clothing, Textile,
Footwear and Leather) value chain, the SA
and CIP (Competitiveness Improvement ProApparel Association (SAAA) announced at its
gramme) — on the chain’s performance.
AGM at the end of November.
• Analyse global CTFL (Clothing, Textiles,
Local apparel manufacturing, especially, has
Footwear and Leather) trends, development
been on a roller-coaster ride over the past
plans, and national policies to determine
years with output mainly on the downward
what competing economies have done to
slope, but some upward
ensure the success of
slants here and there.
their value chains.
The SAAA masterplan is • Develop a plan
In November 2017
similar to the plan that through to 2030. Conwearable
apparel
output continued the
helped the South African sult industry stakeslight upward trend
holders,
including
auto sector recover
of the preceding two
retailers, manufacturmonths by increasing
ers, unions, and rel4% on the October output — which, in turn was
evant government departments.
12% higher than in August. Further good news • Evaluate policy options and recommendafor apparel manufacturers is that the output
tions for the period through to 2030.
in November 2017 was 28% more than in No- It will conclude on the 30th of June 2018.
vember 2016. But, output was still 13% lower Justin Barnes of B&M Analysts is the project
than in November 2015.
consultant and it’s expected that recommenDuring the last months of 2017 (September dations will be finalised by end of June 2018.
The association also hopes to reveal a new
to November) footwear manufacturing output
recovered considerably: in November as well design and structure for a single national emas October output grew 13% from the preced- ployer body for the RTCFL sector soon.
ing month, and the November output was 24%
more than in the same month in 2016.
SA general manufacturing
The SAAA masterplan is similar to the plan
that helped the South African auto sector reManufacturing production in South Africa
cover. The association, formerly known as the
increased 2.2% year-on-year in October of
Cape Clothing Association, has highlighted the
2017, following an upwardly revised 1.7%
industry’s challenges and expected job losses,
fall in September and well above the 0.75%
and the Minister of Trade and Industry, Rob
gain that was predicted. It was the strongDavies, has given his formal endorsement of
est expansion in industrial activity since
the masterplan.
November 2016, report Statistics SA. ProThe plan, which kicked off on 1 October
duction in clothing and footwear was 3.3%
2017, has four phases:
down year-on-year, compared to the previ• Determine existing strengths, weaknesses,
ous drop of -6.2%.
opportunities and threats within the apparel
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Predicting 2019 trends
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Textrends 2019
THERE ARE five colour trends that
will dominate winter 2019, says
ISPO Textrends.
(1) Core is strong, enhanced and
energized … the primary tones
feature strong in this palette
together with neutral hues such
as white and greys. Many of the

other colour trends also work
well together with the Core
trend.
(2) Retro Robotic plays on the vision of the future that was foreseen in the past: retro tones
that felt futuristic many years
ago now make their way back.

(3) Escapist is soft and striking and
presents designers with options
on how to use it: go whimsical
in a matte direction, or create a
bold and intense look.
(4) The Big Chill is a wintry palette with a hint of warmth: from
rich russet through to frosty dew

tones and winter sky blue.
(5) Acute creates a sharp uplifting effect, be it used all over
or used as trims or stitching details. “There is a movement and
transience about this palette
with an inkling of the unexpected,” says ISPO.

Nature is fashionable
BY 2019 hiking will be the new It fashion trend, attracting even influencers out from the familiarity of their fitness classes and onto the
trail (see p16), reports trend-forecasting company WGSN. “As we look
to disconnect from life and reconnect with nature, traditional outdoor
pursuits will gain luxe appeal.”
There’s a willingness to reconnect with nature and have a more authentic experience, agrees Jennifer Karuletwa, who presented her
footwear trends talk, titled ‘Stepping Out of the Comfort Zone’, at The
Materials Show earlier this year. Karuletwa is a senior trend and business consultant for Peclers Paris, a global trend forecasting and product
development firm.
Her Rural Visionary trend leverages nature’s healing powers with virtual and immersive technologies, she said.
Earthy neutrals, fresh greens and vegetable colours are tossed in together with a technological blue to create the trend’s colourscheme.
Materials are strong, taking inspiration from the roughness of nature.
Materials such as knits and different weaves with a rough and raw look,
heavy gauge knits, hemp ropes and structures with natural effects create an impression of rustic.

Photo: Buff

Reflect on the world around you to take your business forward
COMPANIES NEED To reflect on their past
in order to develop future-proof strategies,
says WGSN. It suggests that companies
consider the following when making their
plans.
Age is no longer a number, warns WGSN.
“People are living longer, which means age
will be less about birth year and more about
social tribes, lifestyles and beliefs,” it explains. In order to connect with the future
consumer, businesses will need to simultaneously think demographics (who your consumer is) and psyhographics (why he buys).
People aren’t defined by borders anymore. With the rise in immigration you also
find the rise of the ambicultural consumer
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— “people from a variety of races, ethnicities and backgrounds seamlessly moving
between cultures. Get ready to navigate
this new multiplicity.”
Consumers are moving away from accumulating stuff, and away from buying more
towards buying better. Consumers want
products that help to look after the planet,
and transparency in your supply chain is a
prerequisite, says WGSN.
“We live in a data-driven world, but businesses can’t forget that behind a data
point, behind a number, is a person. As
every part of our life is quantified, the
pendulum will swing towards radical selfexpression. Data isn’t a bad thing — it’s

just not everything.”
These macro trends relate to its message
of ReFLEXion, says WGSN.
• Free Style (ReFLEXions on people): society
will be more inclusive with flexible minds,
and celebrate the various personal identities.
• Purpose full (ReFLEXions on production):
“sustainability will reach the next level as
brands begin to integrate integrity into every
area of business. We will move from living
bigger to living better.”
• Light Magic (ReFLEXions on nature): WGSN
predicts that our views on nature, including
the human nature, will shift as the interest in
the mystical and emotional grows.
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Denims on trend
THE BLUEZONE trade show at the start of the year revealed
eight trends to look out for in the denim market:
• Bigger is better: oversized and exaggerated are keywords for
this trend, which sees products made from mid-weight denims and 100% cotton fabrications. The polar opposite of the
skinny leg trend, these jeans are baggy, and balloon-like with
pleats and open edges; legs are super-long that allow for deep
cuffs or scrunching; jeans are lasered with logos and lettering.
Other apparel items in this trend include drop shoulder tops,
indigo fleece tops, multi-layered jean jackets, and kimonostyle jackets.
• Tech talk: software-based technology, wearable technology,
and conductive yarns are worked into clothing pieces. “Layering pieces act as lightweight protective gear for citydwellers,” reports Sourcing Journal. “Expect to see brands dabble in futuristic fits, yoga looks, new laser treatments and
communter-friendly designs.”
• Fashion blender takes you back to denim’s heritage with
sturdy, 100% cotton fabrics typically found in retro denim collections, but then uses it with a range of more recent fashion
denims (stretch fabrics, destroyed washes and anti-fashion
shapes). Menswear-inspired and railroad stripes are used
as statements, together with oily coatings and allover laser
prints. Overalls, dungarees and work wear looks feature here.
• Soft serve: a softer side of denim, modal, viscose and triblends used with cloudy effects and simple washes create an
almost pajama-like image. Expect to see it on button-down
shirts, t-shirts and jogger pants.
• Bestsellers revisited: the classic white t-shirt and blue jeans
look inspires this trend, which sees pale greys, dark washes,
vintage distressing and brilliant blues.
• Stretch tech: it’s not the end of the stretch denim yet though
— mills continue to invest in warp, bi-stretch and hyperstretch fabrics, along with performance-enhancing technology (e.g. Invista’s Coolmax and Cordura fibers). Stretch fabrics
will be in women’s and men’s slim jkeans as well as women’s
skinny styles.
• Natural romance: retro silhouettes; bohemian looks with
high waists and fluid shapes and materials; vintage looks with
handmade finishes and trims; texture from crochet, lace, ruffles, gatherings, eyelets and corduroy.
• Artisitic license: details from the catwalks such as gathered
hems, rope lacing, glitter, gold foil, and ribbons are used together with contrasting denim fabrics, for example vivid blue
washes with gold.

Experience, Efficiency, Breathe … 2019 megatrends

MEGATRENDS ARE global factors that affect more than just one specific
category of product. For 2019, experience, efficiency and breathe are
the key ideas to take note of, predicts the ISPO trade show.
“Possession is no longer the name of the game,” says ISPO. It’s becoming clear to consumers that they have enough stuff; they now want
experiences (see p48). It’s about the realisation that life is short; that
while you can earn more money, you will never earn more time. “The
compulsion for consumers to widen their horizons and live life to the
full is good news to all sectors of the industry.”
All types of companies that form the links in a textile chain are doing
their parts in order to make the process sustainable, and are embracing
the necessessity for action. “The entire industry is on-board not just for
the traditional ecological aspects that fall under this mega trend, but
also the continuing pressure from the consumer about social equality in
the workforce and the conditions,” says ISPO.
Companies are collaborating to create a more harmonious environment in the sector, it adds.
This forms part of the Efficiency mega trend, which ISPO says is remapping the industry. Eliminating harmful chemicals, incorporating
new generation fibres in synthetics, reducing water and energy in the
manufacturing process … this all lead to a more efficient direction.
Breathe has become a type of survival term in various sectors. “Living
in a frenzied and sometimes state of pandemonium, our 24/7 hyperconnected society and constant attachment to smart phones and data
is overwhelming, to the point of desensitising. With this mega trend,
the advice is to just breathe, take a chill pill, step back and assess the
situation and this is having a positive effect on all sectors of the textile
chain and the consumer base.”
The trend influences the fabrics and trims in the winter 2019 ranges,
which often show a softer and calmer approach in terms of the textiles
— but the core performance is definitely still there.

More 2019 trends
The future is now
FUTUROPOLIS WILL BE another big footwear theme: this one inspired
by space, Karuletwa forecasts. “The cosmos is this mysterious new frontier that engages consumers and captivates our attention,” Karuletwa
said, adding that people have a spiritual need to discover the galaxy.
Where Rural Visionary taps into the ground for footwear colour inspiration, and the Retro Robotic colour trend tackles retro space-age
ideas, Futuropolis mimics the deep colours of space: dark neutrals
form the base with pale light greens, whites, yellows, and blue adding details.
An intergalactic look, the trend has both a futuristic and a glamourous
40’s feel: bleached mother-of-pearl finishes, mirrors and glass bubbles
create a futuristic impression, while dark velvets, damasks, and satins
create a yearning for the 40s. There are hints of neons, as well as an
Art Nouveau look with lurex, mosaic patterns, brocades, aged gold, and
purple marble effects.
Details include fringes, metal chains and lace-like metals.
Denims and glittery fabrics are strong in this trend.

BUT WAIT … there’s more! WGSN also predicts these trends for next year:
people want to be flexible with their clothing choices, and able to mix
and match clothing between seasons, it says. This is especially fuelled by
an increase in travel — and travel between hemispheres where travellers
will find the complete opposite season to the one back home, and for
which he’s able to shop clothing in his local stores.
“An increase in global travel and climate unpredictability means we’ll
want one coat to suit every type of season, and the rest of our attire to be
just as intelligently flexible,” they say.
The gladiator sandal, which had a very successful run a short while
back, will make a return in 2019. It shares the footwear limelight with
knee-high and over-the-knee boots.
WGSN also predicts that we’ll see the next evolution of the statement
sandal (but they don’t divulge what this evolution might look like).
Sustainability is fashionable, with consumers demanding that companies they buy from be conscious of their impact on the environment
(see megatrends box), but WGSN also predicts that sustainable fabrics
themselves will become mainstream. “We’re looking forward to a steep
increase in products made from sustainable alternatives like animal-free
leather from genetically modified yeast or worm-free silk”.
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Can social media
harm your business?

p52 :: Industry

Fake news, fake accounts and harmful content must stop eroding trust on
social platforms, say advertisers and law makers ... or else they’ll stop advertising. Most people will agree, but who should be the censors, and could
this impact on legitimate business communication?

I

n February, Unilever threatened to
withdraw its online advertising from
platforms such as Facebook and Google,
which owns YouTube, if digital companies don’t do more to prevent extremist material, fake news, child exploitation,
political manipulation, and racist and sexist
content on their platforms.
Consumer trust in social media is now at a
new low, the company says. “We cannot have
an environment where our consumers don’t
trust what they see online,” says Unilever’s
chief marketing officer Keith Weed, urging
digital media firms to act before advertisers
stop advertising.
“We cannot continue to prop up a digital supply chain — one that delivers over a quarter of
our advertising to our consumers — which at
times is little better than a swamp in terms of
its transparency.
“It is in the digital media industry’s interest
to listen and act on this. Before viewers stop

Silver lining to digital
The digital world isn’t all dark and dingy,
the Journalism, Media, and Technology
Trends and Predictions 2018 takes care
to add: the #MeToo campaign against
sexual assault and harassment started
on Twitter following a tweet by actor
Alyssa Milano, one of Harvey Weinstein’s
most vocal critics. News on social media
spreads fast and within 24 hours 4.7-m
people, globally, were taking part in the
conversation. Facebook says that over
12-m posts, comments and reactions
happened as result of this campaign.
The use of hashtags also plays an important role in getting information
across on social media, as it acts as a
search term. The Reuters report uses
the example of the Grenfell Fire in London last year, in which 71 people died.
People were able to keep abreast of the
situation, and could also offer their help
(and be told what help people needed)
by using #GrenfellTower in their tweets.
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US tech companies are effectively being put in a position
where they become the arbiters of the limits — or otherwise — of free speech
viewing, advertisers stop advertising and publishers stop publishing.”
Procter & Gamble gave a similar ultimatum
as Unilever, and followed it by withdrawing
$100-m of digital ad spend — without any negative impact on company sales, reports The
Guardian.
After Procter & Gamble, Unilever is the
world’s second biggest marketing spender
(€7.7-bn last year).
Last year, Facebook and Google accounted for
73% of all digital advertising in the US, reports
research firm Pivotal. In the UK it is estimated
that they account for more than 60% of digital
advertising and 90% of all new digital spending.

Digital hurts the truth
Consumers are also voicing concern over the
impact of digital on their wellbeing, on democracy, and on truth itself, it adds.
Once consumers start distrusting social media
platforms, it could impact on any business advertising or posting information on this media.
Almost half of the 194 editors, CEOs and
digital leaders Reuters surveyed indicated that
they are more worried about the power and
influence of social media platforms now than
they were the same time the previous year,
reveals Journalism, Media, and Technology
Trends and Predictions 2018, a report by the
Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism.
Unilever says it will not invest in platforms
that do not protect children or create division
in society, and will only invest in platforms that
make a positive contribution to society and
partner with companies that create a responsible digital infrastructure. Additionally, it aims
to tackle gender stereotypes in advertising.
In January, British Prime Minister, Theresa
May, told the World Economic Forum in Davos

that investors should consider the social impact of the firms they have a stake in — including social media networks — which she said
should stop providing a platform for terror,
extremism and child abuse.

Possible digital regulations
Digital platforms might soon find themselves
between a rock and a hard place as the demands grow that they self-regulate or face
penalties. But, on the other hand, they will
likely then be accused of censorship if they
regulate too far and remove content, which
could again result in penalties.
The European Commission has warned digital companies (such as Facebook, Google, YouTube, Twitter, etc.) that it is considering legislation, should self-regulation continue to fail.
Additionally, the US senate is proposing a bill
to regulate political advertising on the internet. During the last US presidential election
fake accounts were allegedly used to buy political advertising on Facebook to the value of
$100 000 in order to influence the outcome.
The UK parliament is investigating whether
fake news shared on Facebook and Twitter
influenced the Brexit referendum. The UK
government also suspended its YouTube advertising in March last year, because the adverts
were being placed with inappropriate content.
And the Australian competition watchdog is
looking at the market power of Facebook and
Google with a specific focus on media, reports
Journalism, Media, and Technology Trends and
Predictions 2018.
Germany is the only country that has done
anything official yet: if a digital platform fails
to remove hate speech or other obviously illegal
material within 24 hours, it can be fined up to
€50-m, according to a law that was passed last
year in October.
But, this in effect requires social media platforms to assume the role of censors. “This is
controversial because US tech companies are
effectively being put in a position where they
become the arbiters of the limits — or otherwise
— of free speech,” says the report. “The complexities of having private companies handling
this role are likely to be exposed in 2018.”
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Do you reach people or bots?

Response to inappropriate posts

In January, Facebook announced a change in
its
algorithms regarding the information users
Since June, YouTube has removed more than
will
see: the product teams will change focus
150 000 inappropriate videos, and apparently
from
helping users find relevant content, “to
the platform had reviewed more than 2-m vidhelping
you to have more meaningful social ineos for violent content. Google has dedicated
teractions,”
said Mark Zuckerberg.
10 000 staff members towards this project.
The first to be affected is the news feed,
Other steps that YouTube is taking is to work
with 15 expert groups, including the Anti-Defa- which will prioritise posts from friends and
mation League, the No Hate Speech Movement, family, over posts from other pages that users
and the Institute for Strategic Dialogue, to im- like and follow, and want to hear from.
Business and influencers’ pages will likely
plement tougher measures against videos that
see
a drop in their reach stats. Some page
are not illegal, but are being flagged by users
owners
have already commented that they are
as potential violations of its policies on hate
losing
impact
on Facebook and are considering
speech and violent extremism.
It is redirecting people who search for cer- moving their social platforms away from this
social platform, and
tain keywords towards
concentrate more on
a playlist of curated
The news feed will priori- others such as Twitter,
YouTube videos that ditise posts from friends and YouTube and Instagram.
rectly confront and defamily, over business posts
“As we roll this out,
bunk violent extremist
you’ll
see less public
messages. Google had
content
like posts from
also previously stated
that it would give £1-m to fund projects that businesses, brands, and media. And the public
content you see more will be held to the same
help counter extremism in the UK.
British security officials are, however, con- standard — it should encourage meaningful incerned about how much digital companies rely teractions between people.
“For example, there are many tight-knit
on other people and users to report content,
communities around TV shows and sports
rather than the companies acting proactively.
Last year Facebook set up an AI (Artificial In- teams. We’ve seen people interact way more
telligence) that can spot images, videos and around live videos than regular ones. Some
text related to terrorism and clusters of fake news helps start conversations on important
accounts. “We want to find terrorist content issues. But too often today, watching video,
immediately, before people in our community reading news, or getting a page update is just
a passive experience.”
have seen it,” it said.
Zuckerberg also expects that the time peoIt claims that more than half the accounts
that it removes for supporting terrorism is ple spend on Facebook will lessen as result
of these changes, but adds that he thinks the
found by itself.
“People are often unduly cynical about the time people spend on Facebook will be more
prospects for AI (Artificial Intelligence) be- valuable. “At its best, Facebook has always
cause they judge it by what is possible today,” been about personal connections. By focusing
says Calum Chace, author of Surviving AI and on bringing people closer together — whether
The Economic Singularity. “They forget that it’s with family and friends, or around imporour machines are on an exponential growth tant moments in the world — we can help
curve: they get twice as powerful every 18 make sure that Facebook is time well spent.”
months or so. This means that we are just at
Brands that rely on Facebook as a contentthe beginning of their story.”
sharing platform will need to have a good long
The question, however, is how much legiti- look at how they can make the most of these
mate content can be removed in the process?
changes, and stay on news feeds.

Globally, between 9-15% of active Twitter accounts are bots, and not actual human beings, research* by the University
of Southern California (USC) and Indiana
University has found (Online Human-Bot
Interactions: Detection, Estimation, and
Characterization).
Twitter itself estimates that around
8.5% of its active accounts are bots.
The problem with bots is that “some
emulate human behaviour to manufacture fake grassroots political support …
[and] promote terrorist propaganda and
recruitment,” says the report. “There is
a growing record of malicious applications of social bots.”
In all fairness, not all bots are bad, both
Twitter and the report have pointed out.
“Many bot accounts are extremely beneficial, like those that automatically alert
people of natural disasters … or from
customer service points of view,” said a
Twitter spokesperson.
Some bots are very difficult to spot: they
sound and act like a human being would
during a conversation, which is why they
are so dangerous. They are programs designed with a specific purpose: some of
these are useful, as pointed out above,
but some are designed with malicious intent, for example to skew public opinion
by spreading the wrong information.
Then there are those designed to make
an account or user look good, by liking
posts and acting as (fake) followers. This
account or user can make money from
this through various ways — for example
charge for advertising to the followers,
making the advertiser think it’s reaching
more people than it actually is.
The report also found that bots adopt
retweet and mention strategies when
interacting with different target groups.
To make matters worse: they are very
easy to build and there is a number of
companies from which you can get them.
There are even freeware and tutorials
available that will help you along your
bot-making way.
Some bots even sound like humans
when they post on social media.
Perhaps you should think twice next
time social media influencers tell you
to cough up money because they have
X number of followers or get Y number
of likes and that you will reach all these
people … you might just be selling to
bots.
* ‘Online Human-Bot Interactions: Detection, Estimation, and Characterization’ was
undertaken and compiled by Onur Varol,
Clayton A. Davis, Filippo Menczer and Alessandro Flammini of the Center for Complex
Networks and Systems Research at Indiana
University, and by Emilio Ferrara of the Information Sciences Institute at the University of
Southern California.
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Wearables
They’re everywhere!
p54 :: Industry

They know when you are sleeping, they know when you’re
awake, where you’ve been, how many steps it took you to get
there, what you’re putting your body through, when you put
a foot wrong ... wearables are common place today and can
be found on just about any clothing, footwear, or accessory.

“

Like any technology market, the
wearables market is changing,”
says Ramon Llamas, research manager for International Data Corporation’s Wearables team. “Basic
wearables started out as single-purpose devices tracking footsteps and are morphing into
multi-purpose wearable devices, fusing together multiple health and fitness capabilities
and smartphone notifications. It’s enough to
blur the lines against most smart wearables, to
the point where first generation smartwatches
are no better than most fitness trackers.
“Meanwhile, smart wearables are also evolv-

ing. Health and fitness remains a major focus,
but once these devices become connected to
a cellular network, expect unique applications
and communications capabilities to become
available. This will also solve another key issue: freeing the device from the smartphone,
creating a standalone experience.”
It’s expected that clothing- and ear-based
fitness wearables will have a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 60.1% between
2018 and 2022, reports Juniper Research in
its paper, Fitness Wearables: 3 Must-Haves to
Succeed.
Additionally, specialised wearables will make

A band that scares sharks away
A NEW WAY to reduce
risk and provide peace of
mind: Sharkbanz is a band
worn around the wrist
or ankle that is a shark
deterrent. This is great
for surfers, swimmers,
SUP’ers, triathletes, kayakers, divers … anyone
who will be in water that
might house sharks.
It doesn’t run on a battery and doesn’t
require charging, so it’s always on — instead, it works with magnets that generate an electromagnetic field of 1-2m around
the band wearer. When a shark comes into
contact with this field, its electroreceptors,
which they use to help see around them,
are disrupted and sent a highly unpleasant
sensation, Sharkbanz explains. “Think of it
like someone shining a bright light in your
eye when you’ve been in a dark room: it
won’t hurt you, but you definitely will want
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to turn away from it.”
The sensation becomes
intense for the shark at
about 1m from the band,
and gets worse the closer
he gets. Instead of hurting the shark, it discourages him from further
investigating the human.
The brand advises swimmers to wear the band on their ankles, but
that divers should wear on the wrist so that
it can more easily be directed in the direction
of the shark — just be careful with the magnets around electronics such as diving computers, as the magnets can damage them.
The brand warns that this is not an effective deterrent for Great Whites as these are
ambush predators that attack at speeds from
far away. If the shark is just investigating, he
should be discouraged by the field though.
Sharkbanz is distributed in South Africa by
Karma Now.

up just under 25% of this fitness category in
2022, it predicts.

Hearables
Traits such as active noise cancellation, wireless connectivity, compatibility with smartphones and tablets, and booming VR and gaming industries all lead to a predicted increase
in sales in in-ear and over-head headphones,
says Beige Market Intelligence, an analyst
company, in its Global Headphone Market —
Strategic Assessment and Forecast 2022 report. The report considers what the market
will do in the period between 2016 and 2022,
and authors expect growth at a CAGR of 7.8%
by 2022.
The global headphone market is dominated
by Beats Electronics, Bose, Sony, Sennheiser
and Skullcandy (latter is distributed in South
Africa by LuksBrands SA), it says.
It also predicts that in-ear styles will dominate this audio hearables category, and expects this category to reach approximately
250-m units by 2022.
Wireless headphones that communicate with
smart devices will drive growth over the period, especially due to aesthetics reasons, says
Beige Market Intelligence, which adds that the
non-smart headphone market is expected to
have a slow growth as it is experiencing stagnation — even exhibiting a decline after 2020
due to the increased availability of “technologically advanced” headphones.
These headphones usually connect to a smart
device with the help of Bluetooth or Infrared.
Europe is the largest market for smart headphones with the US in second place in terms
of volume and revenue, and Japan and Korea
are seen as the innovators in the market, says
Beige Market Intelligence.
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Wearable award winners
PERHAPS A sign of the times, the Athlete’s
Mask from Microsfere won the Wearables category in this year’s ISPO Brandnew awards.
The respirator (above) is designed for athletes to use in areas with a lot of air pollution.
Its airflow system allows for natural breathing
as well as ventilation. Connect it to a mobile
device and it will give the user detailed performance data based on his breathing — this
information was previously only available in a
laboratory environment.
The finalists in the Wearables category are
all practical and useful products, some that
can even save lives:
• Not having signal and being unable to be
reached when you’re in an urban environment isn’t always an undesirable thing. But
when you’re in the outdoors and need to
contact someone for help, but there’s no
signal … that’s when one needs an off-grid
tracker like goTele, which doesn’t make use
of signal or WiFi: instead, it has a built-in
GPS module and long-range radio technology, and enables geolocation tracking.
• Shirts and bras can now track heart rate and
motion data with the help of iinMotion, a
smart training system that can be integrated
into these garments. This is done through
thin, flexible electrodes on the upper back
of the garment that record this data, which
can then be accessed on the iinMotion online
portal to help the athlete plan and manage
his training sessions.
• Bicycles can be easy targets for thieves, but

with Velocate’s digital bike alarm the risk
of theft can be minimised. It’s an ant-theft
GPS tracker that shows the bike’s exact location in real time, so the owner can even
see where it is hidden if it has been stolen.
Other finalists included an agility shirt: in addition to strength and endurance training, it
also measures agility in real time, which can
help players in their training sessions.
Trainables that alert the user to certain behavioural patterns are becoming more important, as they bring the problems to attention as
they happen. “The future belongs to products
that work in the background and remind wearers to make behavioural changes,” says ISPO.
Printed technology combines the best of the
worlds of textiles and electronics and can be
used to monitor physical functions, for example ammonia sensors in sports clothing can
measure sweat levels to keep track that the
body’s not being overexerted.
Sensoria has embedded textile
pressure sensors in running
shoes near the soles of the
feet and the Sensoria Core,
a removable electronic element that’s attached on the
back of the shoe, transmits
this data in real time to the
runner. It even sends training
tips. When the shoes need to
be replaced, Sensoria Core
can be removed and attached
to a new pair.

“Optical sensors are really making waves
with trackers, allowing even more accurate
data analyses to be carried out,” says ISPO.
“Developments in this field are not far off
from making it possible for blood pressure
or even pulse oximetry readings to be taken
directly from users’ wrists. It is even conceivable that smart patches or earphones could
complement or even replace fitness bands,
heart rate monitor watches or smartwatches
in the long term.”

Trackers for the average athlete
The 2018 IOT / WT Innovation World Cup winner in the Sports & Fitness category is an activity tracker that allows the average soccer
player to track his performance on the pitch
— this kind of data is no longer just for professionals, says Tracktics.
The tracker, which can be used for individuals or teams, returns data such as activity and
distance, speed zones, the player’s tactical
behaviour, etc. that can be read on
the app.
Other finalists in the category
included the LumaFit tracker: it
fits over the ears and measures
motion and monitors heart rate
through an ear clip. The user can
track his activity on an app, which
gives real time insights such
as stride lengths, max and
average heart rate, and how
much calories were burnt.

Tracktics
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OutDoor gets a new home
p56 :: Trade shows

T

he OutDoor show will be
held in Munich from next
year. For years the show
had been held at Friedrichshafen,
but members of the European
Outdoor Group (EOG) voted it
should move. Munich also beat
Hamburg, another proposed host
city.
Messe München will now work
with members of the EOG and
turn OutDoor into a cutting-edge
industry platform, says the events
company. “As part of these changes, [we] will make OutDoor something more than a trade show that
is held for a fixed period of time
and turn it into something that
can be experienced at any time
throughout the world with the
help of digital services aimed at
retailers and consumers.”
They also organise the ISPO
sport trade show in Munich, as
well as the subsiadry ISPO Shanghai and ISPO Beijing shows.
“OutDoor is the perfect partner for the ISPO Group with its
range of productsm,” says Messe
München. “The reason is obvious:
today’s consumers participate in
a number of sports, not just one.
As a result, we must reinterpret
the term outdoor and have incorporated this new interpretation
into our concept.
Messe Friedrichshafen, the
current OutDoor organiser, has
expressed its disappointment
in the vote. “After all, the OutDoor was born at Lake Constance
and has been here for a quarter
of a century. We have written a
unique and successful chapter for
the history of this industry,” says
CEO Messe Friedrichshafen Klaus
Wellmann.
The EOG’s vote won’t stop an
outdoor-focused show taking
place at Friedrichshafen though.
“Our location, and in particular our concept for a new direction for the leading show, has
good support from many EOG
members, plus backing from numerous other outdoor industry
players,” explains Wellmann.
“Friedrichshafen will continue
to offer a unique trade show atmosphere, where international
outdoor experts set the course
for the future of the business
and celebrate their commitment
to the outdoors. As such, we’re
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nevertheless confident and well
prepared to enter a new outdoor
trade show era at Lake Constance
from 2019.”
“Before the vote, we had already received very positive feedback for our vision of a future outdoor show,” says Stefan Reisinger,
Head of OutDoor/ Eurobike. “This
came from several of the 96 EOG
members and also a large number
of the 869 other exhibitors who
attended the 2017 show and were
not part of the EOG decision. Our
location and services have contributed decisively to the success
of the OutDoor show.”
Messe Friedrichshafen is in talks
with industry members to consolidate the new direction starting
2019, the results of which will be
announced at this year’s OutDoor
show, which takes place 17-20
June in Friedrichshafen. Ticket
sales open in April.

The EOG reacted to Messe Friedrichafen’s plans by pointing out
that it represents around 70% of
the total European outdoor market. Additionally, it undertook
large-scale studies in the European outdoor industry among
dealers, brands and suppliers,
representing more than 90% of

the stakeholders. This shows that
the decision to move OutDoor to
Munich was not taken by a select
minority, says the EOG, but that
it reflects the interests of the industry.
Of the 94% of EOG members who
voted, just short of two thirds
voted in favour of Munich.

Baselayers: Patagonia’s Capilene Air is
“an ultralight all-rounder garment with
a clever fabric construction,” says Italo
Balestra. “Very functional, warm and
breathable at the same time, easily
packable and great for any occasion.”

Mid Layers: the Micro Puff Hoody from
Patagonia provides more warmth-toweight than any jacket Patagonia has
ever built and is the brand’s lightest,
most-packable insulated jacket. It features PlumaFill Insulation that lofts
and feels like down, but prevents shifting, clumping and cold-spotting for the
life of the garment.

Backpacks: Winter Train 26 backpack from Salewa, designed for
ski mountaineers, keeps the back
dry through its Contact Flow Fit back
and carrying system that allows ventilation and airflow. “The straps are
vented like no other to avoid sweating,“ says jury-member Pierre-Oliver
Bédard.

Water Sports Safety: Quiksilver’s Highline Airlift vest has four pull tabs that
activate a CO2 canister to inflate an internal bladder. It can be worn over any
wetsuit, or on its own. “The vest helps
bring a surfer to the surface in lifethreatening hold-down situations after
a wipeout,” says Balestra. Quiksilver is
available from New Pier Trading.

ISPO winning brands in SA
A highlight on the ISPO calendar is
the ISPO Awards, with the winners
announced during ISPO Munich.
In addition to the overall winner
(Product of the Year) there are also
Gold winners (the best product
in a category) and winners (other
award-worthy products) in each of
the categories.
Several of the brands that won
Gold awards in the Outdoor category are available in South Africa.

Winter Boots: Thermo Rouge 8’ GTX
from Merrell, distributed by Medicus
Shoes, is a hybrid winter boot that is
stripped of bulk to allow the wearer to
move quickly. “This winter shoe is very
light and has a soft fit. The Vibram Arctic
Grip Wet Icetech sole offers great grip
on snow and ice,” says jury-member
Prof. Kuno Prey.
Camping Accessories: the lightweight Titanium Spork from Fire
Maple has a moveable nail in the
handle that makes it a lever to let
the user punch a hole in a gas
canister. Fire Maple is locally
distributed by Traverse Outdoor
Gear.

Trade show news
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Eurobike held earlier
STARTING THIS YEAR, the Eurobike cycling trade show will be
held earlier than usual. This is in
order to better serve manufacturers and importers so that they can
show their new products for the
first time at the show, instead of
later in the selling cycle. Organisers expect around 1 350 exhibitors for the 2018 show, which will
take place 8-10 July. There will
be a presentation and conference
the day before as well as an opportunity for OEM manufacturers
to hold closed-door meetings.

Asia Outdoor and Asia Bike held together
Asia Outdoor and Asia Bike will take place simultaneously from 2018. Especially the camping sector has
seen rapid development on the continent, says the show organiser, and it will be given special focus during
the Asia Outdoor show, which will also host regulars such as the fourth COA Outdoor China Summit, the
Running Village and the Asia Outdoor Industry Award. The shows will take place 28 June to 1 July at the
fairgrounds in Nanjing, China.

ISPO Beijing gets bigger

Big brands at EFTTEX

ISPO Beijing 2018 featured 463
exhibitors with 745 brands and
filled the expanded show area.
From next year, the show will
be held in the bigger New China
International Exhibition Center
(NCIEC).

Three of the big four fishing companies will exhibit at this year’s EFTTEX: Rapala VMC, Pure Fishing and Daiwa. Shimano has decided not to
exhibit this year.
By 3 January 2018 the show reported that it had strong support from
exhibitors from several countries: France (12), the UK (13), Italy (14),
Japan (14), the USA (19) and China (20). EFTTEX will take place 28-30
June in Amsterdam.

Wooden bicycle wins ISPO BrandNew
A BICYCLE made of wood is the 2018 ISPO BrandNew overall award winner.
My Esel’s bicycles are custom-made and are even individually adapted to the
customer’s individual geometry by means of software. It can be adjusted
either at the consumer’s home (online) or together with a specialist dealer.
Enter a few basic measurements, choose the design and order … all from
a smartphone, tablet or computer. The software was developed in cooperation with the Orthopaedic Hospital in Vienna-Speising, who are proven
experts in bicycle ergonomics, says My Esel founder Heinz Mayrhofer.
They decided on wood, because it springs, but is still stiff. “With the right
workmanship, it is absolutely suitable for everyday use in any weather,”
explains Mayrhofer. Of course, it looks unusual too, which draws added
attention.

Bigger focus on running
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LAST YEAR OutDoor for the first time introduced a running exhibition
area, enticing running companies and brands to exhibit at the outdoor
trade show and presenting retail visitors a wider variety of products to
order. It was so well received that organisers are not only keeping running as a special area for 2018, they are increasing the focus on the
running sector.
The Running Centre, which was started at this year’s show, serves as
a central area where visitors can gain information on and see the latest
products and developments in the running market.
The organisers hope that 2018 OutDoor — which marks the 25th anniversary of this Friedrichshafen trade show — will surpass the 965 exhibitors and over 21 400 trade visitors of 2017.
“OutDoor demonstrated that running and outdoor combine well and
reach new active target groups. We want to further this synergy in
2018, by further strengthening the running theme,” explains Stefan Reisinger, Head of OutDoor.
It was also the first time that the OutDoor Run & Trail Summit took
place, which hosted 100 visitors, and will again take place in 2018. The

summit offers a forum for diverse and informative discussions can be held
by industry members.
In 2018 expanded HangOut, Lifestyle Collection, and Water Sports will
also be additional focal themes, following their successful introduction
this year. Each section is devoted to the latest industry trends, with
extensive product presentations, interesting talks and other highlights.
This is where outdoor spirit meets outdoor business!
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